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First lia Safety
Fxclusive In Service!

Vermeer sets the standardfor safe and reliable brush chippers with longer feed tables.
Lr

935 Brush Chipper

620 Brush chipper

1220 Brush chipper

For more information see your
nearest Vermeer dealer or call
1 (800) 829-0051.

Vermier

Vermeer Manufacturing Company • P.O. Box 200 • Pella, Iowa 50219 U.S.A. • (5) 15) 628-311
©Vermeer Manufacturing Company, 1993.
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Dave McIntyre uses a
Hobbs block to remove a section of Catalpa during a
arborist skills workshop presented by Donald F. Blair in
1993 to the South German
Arborist's Association. (Photo
courtesy of Donald F. Blair)
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certain tree might fall? The
author explores tree
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you are professional and
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Information is
going to make the
difference. If you
don't communicate
with your clients,
someone else will.
•

Information is the currency of the future. This statement ap
plies to everybody and every business, including the tree care
business. The better you are able to inform and to communicate,
the more likely you will be to have the opportunities needed for
Success.
Information is going to make the difference. If you don't cornmunicate with your clients, someone else will.
We have computers, laser printers, desktop publishing, fax machines, beepers, car phones, home shopping networks, the
information super-highway and who can imagine what next. All
this information transfer equipment is available to today's business person, including your competitor.
However... Your information "tools" are only as effective as
the messages that they transmit. You can have all of the sophisticated equipment in the world, but if the messages are not effective,
you might as well write them in longhand and send them by pony
express. The garbage-in-garbage-out theory still applies.
The information that you provide to your customers, prospects
and others needs to be the very best. If you can write your own
newsletter, brochures or other communications, then by all means
do it yourself. If you can't, don't waste your time and energy.
Hire professionals to write copy and design layouts for you.
It has become ever more important to keep your name in front
of the customer's eye, to provide information to your clients and
to keep their interest in their trees and you at a very high level.
Everybody else is doing it. If you don't keep yourself in view, a
competitor might take your business, or your client's disposable
income for tree care will be gobbled up by some other vendor for
some other purpose.
The well informed can "buy" better decisions than the less informed, yourself as well as your customers.
This month marks the beginning of TCI's fifth year of publication. Our sincere thanks to you, our readers, and our loyal
advertisers for your support, interest and your participation. TCI
is accomplishing exactly what we intended.
TCI is currency (information) to help you better manage your
business, provide better service to your clients and make better
purchasing decisions.
TCI and TCI EXPO are providing resources which NAA is reinvesting in the tree care industry to make it better for all.
Yes, information is currency. Use it effectively and you will
pave the way for your success.
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.

for maximum cutting efficiency,
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minimum cost of ownership.
It's the result of flawless construction. Small displacement, high
output engines. And engineering

You want a
stronger business.
Have you considered
a stronger saw?

tolerances normally reserved for
Formula One race cars. For added

To the average citizen, a chain

at Shindaiwa. We manufacture

protection, you're backed by a

saw is a cutting tool. No more, no

high-performance chain saws for

national network of independent

professionals. People

servicing dealers. So visit one soon.

who demand the

Because if you're running a busi-

rock-like reliability,

ness, shouldn't you be running the

weight, easy start-

strongest business tools as well?

less. But if you depend
on it for your livelihood, a saw is more
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than just a cutting too
It's a business tool. Which is \vhv
you should take a good, hard look
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ing, and smooth power few saws
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Arbori t Blocks
By Donald F. Blair
Before World War II, when tree removal was done with handsaws, rigging
was an important time and labor-saving
necessity. Given a 14-inch diameter limb,
15 feet long, which would you prefer to
do: chunk it down by cutting it into 10
lengths. 18 inches long: or rig it up and
take it in one piece?
Just as children have a tendency to initially reject the values of their parents, so
too arborists in the 1960s and 1970s turned
their backs on the "old ways" in favor of
cranes, aerial lifts and "chunking it
down." In fact, by the mid-1970s many
rigging skills had been lost or forgotten
in the rush to get the work done. As more
people entered arboriculture without for mal or traditional training, even more
skills have been lost, forgotten or gone
undiscovered.
was no exception. I remember a
we had to do once that involved clearin
a downed tree from a cree. The band
were steep and the water was cold. NI)
father, whose rigging experience dated
back to 1911, had spent the better part of
the previous evening laying out old
wooden snatch blocks and heavy lengths
of manila rope. In his mind he had an excellent plan for rigging up a block to a
tree overhanging the bank. Using that tree
as a gin. M.F. Blair planned on tying sections of the downed tree to the rope and
yarding them up the bank with a truck.
Greg and I were too green and too young
to appreciate the wisdom. My Dad was
too wise to fight us for too long and we
were too dumb to know better. If we
wanted to kill ourselves wading through
that cold water and packing heavy limbs
like pack mules up that steep, slippery
bank, well, it was on our backs, not his.
After a few hours, his plan made an aw-
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This assortment of blocks shows the relationship of block size to sheave Size arcl bend
radius. Using 1/2-inch rope. left to right: A=2:1. B=4:1: C=6:1: D=8:1.

uI lot 01 sense. I think m interest in rigging blossomed in that muddy creek.
Operating a business in the San Francisco Bay Area poses some challenges that
are not common in other parts of the country. Considering the fact that many of our
largest trees are now living and dying in
backyards, the options of a crane, aerial
lift and "chunking down" are non-existent. We have to take these trees on their
own ground with what we can carry
through a 30-inch gate.
Ed Hobbs, B&H Tree Service, Moraga,
California, was the first arborist to apply
modern technology to ancient rigging
systems. My father's wood blocks and
manila rope looked like something the
Egyptians used to build the pyramids (and
probably they did). Beginning in the
1970s, Hobbs invented the lowering deTREE CARE INDUSTRY . JUNE 1994

ice, advanced tree saddles and arborist
blocks out of space-age materials to
complement modern synthetic rope. He
was the first arborist to incorporate a "systems approach" to rigging in his
inventions. All components of the system
must be matched and balanced to work in
concert with the others. This article js
devoted to the block component of rigging. Articles in the past have addressed
rope: articles in the futurc
slings and lowering devicc

Arborist blocks considered
If rope can trace its origins back over
5600 years, blocks must be very nearly
as ancient. Yachting blocks, for example,
have undergone a revolution in design and
highly specialized application. Not just
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Shown in photo above is a comparison of 3/4-inch pin to a 1.56-inch diameter bushing, in
accordance with Cordage Institute recommendations for 5/8-inch rope.

blocks anymore. they are spreacher
blocks, two-line turning blocks, ratchetsheave blocks, backstay adjusters. etc.
Arborists will find that blocks can be extremely useful for a wide range of
applications. They can make your rope
run easier, thus reducing abrasion and the
danger of heat fusion failure. They can be
used to change the direction of guide
ropes used in tree felling or to speed up a
speed line. They've made it possible for
highly skilled arborists to safely rig large
redwoods and eucs down on themselves.
As an example. in 1991 Carroll Tree Service used three sets of heavy block and
tackle rigged with 1400 feet of 1-inch
double-braided polyester rope to lift a 90foot hickory weighing 25.000 pounds off
an apartment building in Baltimore.
Throughout the 100-year history ol
modern arboriculture. we've turned to
other professions for many of our took
and techniques. We've borrowed and stolen without shame from logging.
mountaineering, utility line construction.
carch and rescue, steeplejacks. furniture
movers, window washers, paratroopers.
miners and anyone else who climbs up or
down something tall or deep.
The problem is that none of those
"other guys" are arborists. so their equipment is not necessarily suitable for an
arhorist's use. Because trees are different
from a church steeple or a well derrick.
things that work well for "them" might
not work as ve11 for "us.

When it comes to blocks, think through
what you're going to do. If you're rigging
up a service line to haul gear into the tree,
any decent pulley will work. If you're
going to catch heavy pieces successfully
under "slam dunk" conditions, you should
fully understand the factors that affect
strength and performance and make your
selections accordingly.

Pulley or block?
The terms are interchangeable as far as

this article is concerned. Early pulleys
consisted of a sheave or grooved wheel
mounted on an axle between two blocks
of wood. Called pulley blocks, they've
been abbreviated in both directions. The
"tackle" in block and tackle refers to the
line rigged between the pulley blocks to
produce the mechanical advantage.
In block-and-tackle rigging, blocks are
used to reverse the direction of rope in
tackle. Blocks take their names from the
purpose for which they are used, the
places they occupy or from a particular
shape or type of construction. According
to the number of sheaves, blocks are designated as single. double or triple. Blocks
used in the tackle to change the direction
of the pull without affecting the mechanical advantage of the system are called
leading blocks. This block can be placed
at any convenient position.
The most common rigging blocks for
tree care are snatch, tail-board and rescue. Regardless of style. they all share the
same "body. heart and soul" - the body,
sheave and bearings.
The body - Also known as the shell or
cheekplates, the body shields the rope,
bears the load, supports the sheave and
provides an anchor for rigging the block.
Traditional-style pulleys use wood shells
reinforced with metal straps. Modern
blocks are alloy or steel cheeked for
strength and durability. In order to prevent line damage, the body of the block
must extend beyond the radius created by

a
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Photo at left shows the effect that using a block not designed for tree removal can have on
rope. Rope extends beyond cheekplates, creating an opportunity for rope abrasion and
possible failure. Photo at right shows an arborist block. Cheekplates shield the rope from
abrasion. Upper pin is bushed to accommodate a rope sling without causing strength
loss.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY . JUNE 1994

the rope passing over the sheave. Blocks
not designed for tree work may not provide enough protection to prevent the rope
from being shredded against the tree.
The heart the sheave - The sheave has
evolved over thousands of years to direct
and share the load on a line. Although the
whole purpose of a block is to reduce friction, a certain amount of friction is
generated within the pulley itself. At design load levels, built-in friction can vary
from 2 to 10i/c per sheave, depending
upon the bearings. Built-in friction is generated at several bearing points: where the
-

rope passes over the sheave: where the
two sides of the sheave rub against the
inside of the body; and where the hub or
the sheave bears against the axle. Given
a block in good working condition and
with the correct diameter and perfect
alignment of the line with the sheave (fair
lead), the greatest amount of built-in fric tion is generated in the axle bearing. As
explained in the section under bearings,
the type of bearing affects the amount of
friction. The most important qualities of
the sheave are the shape, material and
diameter.
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This premium
16-strand braided
climbing line is personalized
for ONLY your use.

E Z SEE ORANGE is easily recognized
E Z SEE ORANGE is easily identified.
Which makes E-Z SEE ORANGE...
-

and

-

the perfect choice.

Shape - Sheaves rated for use with 3strand and braided-fiber ropes feature a
semi-circular groove matched to the
maximum size of the rope for which it's
designed. Wire rope sheaves are V-shaped
and are not suitable for use with synthetic
rope. Never use wire rope in a fiber-rated
sheave. Although not pertinent to tree
work, it's interesting to know that the fiber characteristics of Kevlar are so unique
that specialized, flat-bottomed sheaves
had to be developed for use with Kevlar
ropes.
Material Traditional blocks used
hardwood, cast iron, brass or bronze
sheaves. The Museum of the United
States Life-Saving Service in Ocean City,
Maryland, has an interesting exhibit of
artifacts recovered from shipwrecks.
Among the artifacts are the remains of a
pulley with a Lignum vitae sheave. Lignum vitae is one of the hardest woods on
earth. Its use in pulley sheaves is recorded
back to 1790 and its extremely dense characteristics make it popular to this day for
use in sculptors' mallets.
Another block on display at the muscum demonstrates how pulleys had
progressed by 1865. In that year, a ship
vent down, rigged with blocks that had
iron cheekplates and brass sheaves. The
iron parts had pretty well disintegrated hut
the brass sheaves looked as good as ne\\.
The wooden block and Lignum vitie
sheave were also remarkably intact, wi}
the exception of extensive ru
the iron hook and side straj
Most rescue pulley shea\e
num, although some use steel, enab1i
the use of wire rope in an emergenc
Besides these materials, yachting block
also employ nylon, delrin, bronze and
stainless steel, as appropriate to the application. Sheave material is an important
factor in determining weight, cost and,
most importantly, stability under load. Although the greatest concentration of load
is on the axle and bearing, a poor lead or
overloading on a light-duty material such
as nylon can cause the sheave to distort,
binding the sidewalls of the sheave
against the body.
Diameter - The process that wears out
a rope running over a sheave is called
Cycles to Failure. Two of the most important factors that affect cycles to failure
are the "load to rope tensile strength ratio" and the diameter of the sheave.
Although pulleys are usually sold by their
sheave size, the tread diameter is even
-

,

For a Free Catalog of our complete selection
of arborist supplies, call or write today.
1/2", 120'

1/2", 150'

1/2", 600'

NET
Less Rebate

$77.00
-5.00

$95.90
-5.00

$366.80
-20.00

Your Special Price

$72.00

$90.90

$346.80
Shipping Additional

,a-SAMSON

BISHOP COMPANY
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P.O. Box 370
W hittier, CA 90608
800/421-4833
(F) 310/698/2238

TheStrongest
Sest Nane In Rope
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BIG TREE
TAKE DOWNS &
LANDCLEARING
• CHIPPING POWER.r&'._

-

r.

Diesel power options to 210-HP

I

• FEEDING POWER-

-

Powerful, closely

coupled, hydraulic feed system with a
wide profile chipper and feed chute

A

opening

• PRODUCTION/RATE120 F.P.M. Feed Speed

• CAPACITY12' Diameter-standard
14" Diameter -optional

• COMPACT SIZEEasy to maneuver-easy to work
from the street
8000 lb. single axle suspensionstandard
12,000 lb. dual axle suspension
optional with 14" diameter capacity
-

• RUGGEDHeavy duty throughout
can be fed by a loader

-

• MONEY-MAKING
FEATURES & OPTIONS:
Hydraulic swivel discharge-standard
Hydraulic top wheel lift cylinder-optional
Remote controls-optional

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE:

BANDIT INDUSTRIES INC.
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD

• REMUS, MI 49340 • PHONE: (517) 561-2270 • FAX:
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BLOCK

SELECTION

SHEAVE
TREAD
DIAMETER

1/2'

5/8"

3/4"

2 Inches

4:1

3:1

2:1

2:1

3 Inches

6:1

5:1

4:1

3:1

4 Inches

8:1

6:1

5:1

4:1

ROPE DIAMETER

CHART

PERCENTAGE STRENGTH
LOSS to BEND RATIO

-

-

-

30%

5:1

20%

6:1

15%

8:1

-

-

-

12%
10%
5%

Data compiled by Donald Blair and Richard Hildebrand

into place while standing on spurs 70 feet
up because 'the book says that's what I
gotta use!"
As you can see from the chart, there is
only a 10% spread of strength loss between an 8:1 and 4:1 bend ratio. By
compensating your rigging, working loads
and lines, blocks that provide a bend ratio of no less than 4:1 should provide
adequate service in all but the most extreme situations. I'll take smaller pieces
if it means I can use a block that weighs
less than an anvil. Read the section on
strength loss factors for information about
cycles to failure and other factors that
could save your life.
The soul bearings
Bushings - The simplest and cheapest
axle bearing is called a bushing. In essence, it's a reinforced hole closely
matched to the size of the axle. Bushings
of such exotic blends as Nomex and
Teflon (NTE) are common in sailing.
There are grooved bronze bushings
with grease fittings and another type
called "oilite" bushings. Greasable bushings are found in larger, heavy-duty
industrial blocks. The grease fitting allows for relubrication.
An oilite bushing is created by impreg-

more important because it will indicate
the actual bending radius over which the
rope must work.
The block selection chart has been created to provide at a glance an indication
of the relationship that the bend ratio of
the sheave has upon strength loss to the
rope. As you can see, even before a knot
is tied or a load is secured, nearly onethird of the strength of the rope can be
cancelled out by the size of the sheave,
According to Richard Hildebrand at
Yale Cordage, although further gains do

occur beyond an 8:1 ratio, they are painfully small as the blocks grow increasingly
large, heavy and expensive. As a matter
of interest, wire rope manufacturers fecommend a 20:1 ratio on wire rope
sheaves. That would mean dragging a 15inch block for 3/4-inch rope up into a tree,
if fiber rope were held to the same standard.
Formulas are nice when they sit neatly
upon the paper in quiet repose. It becomes
a little more problematical if you're trying to wrestle a 40-pound, 8-inch block

CARLTON MODEL 7200
72 HP DEUTZ TURBO DIESEL

Carlton Model 7200 combines power
and cutting dimensions that no other
grinder can match. Model 7200 utilizes
a two stage V belt and PolyChain GT
drive system which offers many advantages over other types of drive systems:

r

HIGHLY EFFICIENT - Puts the Power to
the Stump, not up in heat
PROVEN - These systems have been in
the field for years, not tried and
abandoned.
SIMPLE - No expensive pumps, motors,
radiators, fans or hoses to cause downtime and added expense.

LOW MAINTENANCE - No costly schedule of fluid and filter replacement

ENGINE COMPATIBLE - No extra heat,

=
-.

causing engine overheating and premature failure.

1

Canton
PROFESSIONAL
STUMP GRINDERS

JP Carlton Company Div. DAF, Inc.
/' )
121 John Dodd Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303 (

HARD WORKING - Doesn't lose power
after cutting a few stumps or refuse to
work on a cold morning.

800-243-9335 803-578-9335
FAX 803-578-0210

1 YEAR WARRANTY - At Carlton we
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believe in what we sell and so will you
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1989 Ford L8000; 7.8 Diesel; 8 Spd.; wIl 974 10 Ton National

-

(2) 1Q81 Ch.vrol.ts; V8; wlAitec 28
8uck.ts.. .................. $7,995 Ea.

1991 Ford L-8000; 7.8 Diesel; 13 Spd.; Tandem; w/17 Ton RO
Model 3474 Crane; 84 Hook Height ................ $79,500

$44,500

6T56 Crane & Jib; 21,000 Miles

4r:

ir

1973 GMC; 6V53 De9e; A.tc.;
w1987 Tarco Diesel Catch Vac
$24,500

(2) 1985 GMC BRIGADIERS; 3208 CAT; 13 Spd.; w/Barko 80
1980 Ford LT9000; Cummins Diesel; wNermeer 1987 - TS84
Tree Spade.. ....................................$39500

\i

1985 GMC; V8; 5+2 With JLG 8-Ton
Crane; 65 Hook Height With Upper
Controls & Basket ........ $39,500

Loci Loader & 20 Bed ...........................$29,500

i

rv-

tl

'

N

QiAltv-1 _10
1983 International; 6x6 DT466 Auto With Holan Bucket Model
29-E75; 70 Ft.; 2 Buckets And Jib .................$69,500

;

Natorial, Etc.
(10) HIAS; !MT
Knuckleboome Unmounted Or
Mounted ........ $4,500 And Up

!;I
R co Hydra Stumpor (Now);
17 HP CAT; Undorcarri
For
*
The
Big Land Clearing otum
0
Remov Jobs; w/AC ,$121,90
S
'e Ton
(15) 19
No Air ............... $118,000
S
et V
Utilities; V aiift;
1993 Rental Return; 250 Hrs. T t
' ............
Etc
(2) Royer Woodsman Brush Cutter Attachments For CATS Or......... $107,000
• 8 Up

1

S

02k

Rubber Tired Loaders Diesel

$16,5W & $19,500

pj, Rental Av*IIl Call For D.t.Il

Plca circic 29 on the Rcadcr Scr% i. Card

1979 Mack M685 w/Prentice
HTSR Sheet Rock Loader $16,500

nating bronze filings with oil and under
high pressure forcing this soft, oily
"dough" into the shape of a sleeve or bushing. The bushing is pressed into place in
the pulley shell, the sheave ax'e is pressed
through the sleeve and everything is assembled. As a result of the oil
impregnation, the bushing wicks oil to the
surface and provides needed lubrication.
The major advantage that oilite and
other bushings have over mechanical
bearings is their cost. Oilite bushings are
by far the cheapest and are probably adequate. Arborist blocks are riot going to

be subjected to extremely high revolutions
per minute for any significant period of
time. As far as bearings are concerned,
rpm's are low. If you "let it run" as fast
as physically possible, what's the point of
the block in the first place? Presumably,
you set your rigging to maintain some
control over that which you are lowering.
The duration of loading and revolution
is short. Quite often the time to the ground
will be well under a minute. Low rpm's
and the short duration of use means that
an oilite bushing will rarely be pushed
beyond its limits of performance. Al71`7

MORBARK E-Z BEEVERS
8 Models to Choose From: 5, 7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 7 PTO & 13 PTO

T

2
1

though bushing pulleys are permanently
lubricated, unlike bearings they are not
permanently sealed, making them more
susceptible to contamination from dirt and
grit. If they do fail - and they can and will
- they are less expensive to repair, if repair is possible. They are, at least, cheaper
to replace.
Mechanical bearings - Ball, roller and
needle or pin bearings are all used in
block construction. Bearings reduce friction by reducing the surface area of
contact with the axle and/or block sides.
Compared to bushed sheaves, bearingequipped blocks run freer at higher
speeds. To see the difference for yourself,
steady a block and give the sheave a spin.
An oilite bushed sheave will drag itself
to a stop long before the bearing-equipped
sheave does.
Because they run freer when rigged in
block-and-tackle systems, bearing pulleys
have a superior mechanical advantage
over bushing pulleys since they do not
lose as much efficiency through friction
loss. Bearing pulleys are permanently
sealed against dirt and grit contamination
and do not require additional lubrication.
Warning. Before you field strip your
pulleys, you should know that mans
manufacturers neither recommend nor
support the practice. Seattle Manufacturing Company, for example, will not
rebuild or repair worn pulleys beyond
their warranty obligations for liability reasons. Their rescue pulleys, for example.
are assembled at the factory under strict
tolerances. The axle nuts are treated with
epoxy-based thread lock and torqued to
factory specifications.
Under no circumstances should a pulley ever be dismantled for cleaning or
repair without prior authorization from the
manufacturer. This authorization may be
in the form of instructions provided with
the product at the time of purchase. If you
have any questions about a specific pulley, contact the manufacturer or the dealer
where you purchased the product.

Types of blocks
Playing with blocks isn't just for kids
anymore. For many arborists, a vital part
of the job is the precise removal of large
trees in tight quarters without damaging
delicate understory vegetation. And an
important part of maintaining that precision is the use of an assortment of rigging
blocks.
P1ase circle 26 on the Reader Service Card
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The SATURN unit is the ultimate tree trimmer with a working height of up to 57 feet. Greater overcenter boom actuation
provides exceptional reach capacity for improved productivity. Lower boom actuates 138.

If YOU are already using a SATURN aerial lift, then you are
experiencing the reliability, maneuverability and easy
operation that we knew you would expect when our
engineers designed it. But we believe that building and
the rest is
designing a good product is just half the job
quality service. Whether it's helping you make a prudent
purchasing decision, getting your equipment delivered to
you on time, following up and putting your unit into service,
or helping you maintain the machines you use day after
day.. TECO is always there for you.
. . .

.

POINTS TO CONSIDER
• Lower boom actuates 138 0
• Excellent side reach 44 feet
• 57 feet of working height
• Boom actuation without chains or cables
• Smooth, easy one hand control
• Quick set-up, saves you time
• SATURNS are in service worldwide
• Economical to own and maintain.

Choosing a reliable partner for your business is the best
assurance for a solid future. So if you aren't using a
branch out by
SATURN in your neck of the woods.
giving us a call. TECO Sales and Service Centers and
Dealers are located nationwide to assist you.
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. .

TECO-Birmingham, AL
(205) 987-7534

TECO-Honeybrook, PA
(215) 942-2500

-

9733 Indianapolis Road
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46809
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Snatch block - Made with wood or steel
bodies and a variety of latching mechanisms, snatch blocks are designed to drop
open a cheek or side plate to enable rope
placement at any point desired. Because
they are heavy and awkward to rig, we
used them only when we had to in a tree.
Some arborists using certain kinds of
snatch blocks doin g slam dunk rigging
have had the experience of losing the rope
when the sidelatch jerked open. This is
not a common occurrence, but has been
documented. Snatch blocks are best used
where they are above their subject load.
Tail-board block - Also known as drop
side snatch blocks, tail-boards consist of
pear-shaped cheeks and a cross-pin, nor mally used to secure a swivel hook, yoke
or shackle fitting. When the cross-pin is
unscrewed, the top of the block is opened
to rope placement. Some also swivel sideways. When used without a fitting, the
block is referred to as a tail-board style.
In logging, tail-boards are anchored to
stumps in certain kinds of log skidding
and high lead work. Although designed
specifically for in-tree removal, Hobbs
blocks are close relatives to tail-board
style blocks.
Good quality tail-board blocks are
among your best choice for applications
such as slam dunk rigging. They are
heavy-duty and built to survive most of
what they might encounter in tree work.
They are available to 1-inch fiber rope
sizes and larger, with a wide choice of
roller bearing, needle bearing, oilite and
greasable bushings. The application governs the selection. Just make sure that the
block selected is suited to the tree job, e.g.,
cheekplates that shield the rope and fittings that won't weaken a rigging rope.
Rescue pulley - This term describes a
popular class of strong, lightweight pulley. Used by search and rescue technicians
and rock climbers to position a rope properly and/or reduce abrasion, pulleys are
also used in gear hauling systems and live
rescue and retrieval. Side plates swivel
open on the axle to allow rope placement
at any desired point. Stainless steel side
plates are highly resistant to corrosion and
withstand impact abuse better than most
other materials. Aluminum side plates are
not as strong or durable but are highly
resistant to corrosion. Rescue pulleys are
available in 7/16-inch through 5/8-inch
rope capacity. Sheave diameters are commonly available in 2-inch, 3-inch and
4-inch sizes. with tread c.l' ameters corre12

SAFETY FACTOR V. CYCLES TO FAILURE
BREAKING
'STRENGTH

WORKING
LOAD

30,000 LBS.
30,000 LBS.
30,000 LBS.
30,000 LBS.
30,000 LBS.
30,000 LBS.
30,000 LBS.

5,000 LBS.
6,000 LBS.
7,500 LBS.
10,000 LBS.
15,000 LBS.
20,000 LBS.
28,000 LBS.

SAFETY
FACTOR
6:1
5:1
4:1
3:1
2:1
1.5:1
1.1:1

NO. LIFTS
BEFORE FAILURE
1,000
750
500
300
100
25
5

The table above, from the Samson manual on winch line maintenance, illustrates the effect that load stress has on line life. The 30,000-pound test rope would be comparable to
a 7/8-inch double-braided polyester.

spondingly smaller. They are available
with bushings or bearings. Rescue pulleys
are not heavy rigging blocks and should
not be rigged or expected to perform as
such. Any pulley is going to perform best
when it can be rigged above and in vertical alignment with its subject load.
The following are just a few of many
proven uses for rescue pulleys:
I. Micro pulleys (7/16-inch to 1/2-inch
capacity) are great for hauling gear into
the tree.
Two-inch-by-1/2-inch capacity pulleys haul gear and can serve in light limb
rigging when they are rigged overhead
and in vertical alignment.
Four-inch-by-5/8-inch capacity pulley are the largest and strongest rescue
pulleys available. I have had success with
some of these blocks under moderate removal conditions where impact loading
is minimized. Even though some have
tensile strengths as high as 16,000 pounds,
I don't recommend them for heavy-duty
tree removal or situations that might create severe shock loads. After all, they are
rescue pulleys, not tree removal pulleys.

Strength loss factors
Like muggers, there are a number of
natural laws at work that can rob significant strength from your rigging system.
Failure to understand these strength loss
factors could cause you to create a system that is far weaker than you think.
Tensile strengths or safe working loads of
individual parts may not apply when incorporated into a system. In keeping with
Blair's Weak Link Law, your pulleys,
slings and connecting devices must all he
TREE (4}}' INDtSTR\ - JUNE 1994

rated far enough above the rope employed
to ensure that the lowering line is the
weakest link in the system. It may seem
strange to plan for the failure of a system,
but you have to. If any component fails
before the lowering line, the design of the
rigging system is at fault. Consider the
possible result of a sling breaking while
under load, catapulting a heavy block or
shackle into a climber or structure, not to
mention the damage that the log that broke
the sling can do as it falls out of control.
Because of the tremendous forces generated by dynamic loading, you cannot
have slings and blocks that are a little bit
stronger than the lowering line; they have
to be a lot stronger. Why not be safe? Has
anyone ever complained about not having a rope, sling or block break in use?
Blocks. There are very few blocks properly designed for the sole purpose of
heavy-duty tree removal. Many of the
blocks used in tree removal are standard
industrial blocks. There is absolutely
nothing wrong with these blocks when
they are used for their intended task and
design. The problem is, they were not
designed for the impact loading of tree
removal.
Industrial blocks are designed for the
static management of known loads under
controlled conditions. Safe working load
ratings are commonly given as 4:1 or 5:1.
Because of the magnitude of shock loading that can occur in extreme removal, a
safe working load rating of 10:1 may he
insufficient. Lab tests of certain industrial
blocks with 5:1 ratios have indicated that
they are substantially weaker than the tensile strength of the ropes that they are
supposedly rated for. In violation of

WHEN YOU MAKE THE BEST TOOLS,

IT'S HARD TO MAKE THEM BET R WITHOUT

MAIKING THEM MORE COMPLICATED. BUT WE'VE DONE IT.
For 1994, every Corona professional grade
pruning tool has been improved. Simply.
Take our new precision-machined pivot bolt
design, for instance. For 60 years we've employed a reverse-threaded
machine bolt and lock nut.
Simple, reliable, but requiring two wrenches and a
little dexterity to adjust.
Our new design is selfseating, self-aligning and
right-threaded. It won't
work
loose. And it makes
Self-aligning
blade
changing in the field
pivot bolt
a one-tool, one-minute job.
We've also switched to barrel nuts in place
of machine screws for mounting the hardwood handles on our toppers and
ftc
hedge shears. They protect the
01
threads and make changing
handles easier. And we've gone
to more comfortable, textured
't
non-slip grips on our hand tools.
All of our forgings are now
of CoroniumTM a new, higher
/

alloy steel milled to our specifications. This
change, combined with refinements in our
heat treating, puts blades in your hand that cut
cleaner and hold an edge longer.
Without changing our tools basic, proven
designs, we've streamlined and strengthened
our forgings. And we're
spending more time
polishing metal parts to
WARRANTY give them greater rust
resistance and to make them
V
easier to clean and disinfect.
On the service side, we've
simplified our model numbering and figured out a way to lower prices on
replacement parts.
All of this is pretty basic stuff, we admit. No
gimmicks. Nothing complicated.
But that's what you'd expect of Corona.
We're simply doing what we started out doing
60 years ago. Listening to you, the people
who earn a living with pruning tools. Then
designing, engineering and forging rugged,
American-made tools that cut clean, hold an
edge and outlast others by far.
Put our latest generation of tools to the test.
If you like them, tell others. If you think they
need improvement, tell us. To do so, or for the
name of your nearest Corona dealer, call

1-800-234-2547.
i6''

I
Barrel nut
mounting

7K, C
10 East Sixth, P.O. Box 1388, Corona. CA 9F18-1388
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A Harrow Company
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Blair's Weak Link Law, such a situation
carries with it the potential for catastrophe. All I can suggest is for you to do your
homework before you draw your checkbook.
The block itself can be a strength loss
factor to the sling. Blocks used in tree
removal are often lashed in place with
rope. The strength of the rigging rope will
be compromised if forced over too sharp
a bending radius, reducing the number of
fibers available to support the load. Cordage Institute specifications recommend a
2.5-x-diameter ratio of rope to termina-

tion. A 5/8-inch rigging rope can lose as
much as 50% of its strength when forced
over a 5/8-inch or 3/4-inch pin instead of
a bushing with a minimum diameter of
1.56 inches. A 3/4-inch rigging rope requires a minimum 1.87 diameter bushing.
Continued shock loading of a rigging rope
under these conditions can also shorten
effective service significantly. The
strength loss in the rigging rope can create a situation in which the lowering line
becomes stronger than the sling - a direct
violation of Blair's Weak Link Law.
Although the article on slings will go

A/lauget
Ini'lect-A.-Cides
Stop Tree
Insect: Pests
From Playing
Hide & Seek
Good News!

Destructive insect pests can be controlled effectively
without spraying! That's right. Micro injections of Mauget Inject-A-Cide®
B and Inject-A-Cide®" insecticides stop more than 35 leaf feeding,
boring, and sucking insects wherever they hide in a tree.

Right For The Environment! The low-pressure Mauget micro
injection process is a totally closed system. No pesticide is introduced
into the environment. Entry points are fewer, smaller, and less intrusive
than other methods used today. Materials are placed in the tree's
vascular system where they move systemically throughout the tree. Only
injurious insect pests feeding on the tree are controlled.
Right For Your Business. . and Your Customers! This
year, don't play hide & seek with tree insects. Make micro injections of
Mauget Inject-A-Cides an integral part of your IPM program. Help protect
your customers' valuable shade trees and ornamentals.
.

sq't.frees

J. J. Mauget Company

J'4 11
ors

2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
FAX: 213-225-3810
1-800-TREES RX

Inject-A-Cide andinject-A-Cide B are restricted use pesticides and may be applied only by a
trained and certified applicator or persons under their direct supervision in states where use has
been officially authorized. Inject-A-Cide and Inject-A-Cide Bare the registered trademarks of the
J. J. Mauget Company. *Contains technical aBidrin. **Contains Metasystox-R, a registered
trademark of the parent company of Farbenfabriken Bayer GmbH, Leverkusen. As with any tree
protectant, always read and follow instructions on the label. ©1994, J. J. Mauget Company
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into considerable detail on the load forces
that are exerted upon the anchorage, one
point is so important to safety that it bears
repetition. Think of the lowering line as
having two legs. The "load" leg goes from
the log to the pulley, while the "tension"
leg goes from the block to the belaying
point. Next, visualize a 250-pound log
hanging straight down (0 degrees) from
the block. With 250 pounds on the load
leg, there will be 250 pounds on the tension leg until that log is safely on the
ground. Add it all up, and you've got 500
pounds of static load being exerted on the
tree, sling and block that you are rigged
through.
Carabiners and shackles are popular
connecting links in rigging systems. Because their use may create a tight bending
radius, be aware of the effect they may
have upon rope strength and plan your
work accordingly.
Shock loading has an impact on rope
life. Although this article is focused on
blocks, safety concerns regarding the
other components of the system must be
considered. The table on Cycles to Failure illustrates the effect that reducing the
safety factor can have on the working life
of the rope. In short, if a 5/8-inch lowering line will just barely do the job. reach
for a 3/4-inch rope.
Samson Ocean Systems' technical publication on winch line preventive
maintenance makes some excellent points
about shock loading that is valuable for
arborists. The information contained in
that manual has been very helpful in researching this section. Although the
working loads quoted are from the manual
and represent higher values than we might
reasonable encounter in tree removal, they
represent important principles that are
applicable. You might also be interested
to know that Samson's Stable braid and
Yale's Double Esterlon, both double
braids that are offered to arborists, are
winch lines.
Shock-loading of any line - synthetic.
manila or wire - produces a drastically
different set of physical properties and
results as compared with normal loading.
Shock-loading, most simply described, is
a "jerking" or "snatching" of a line. A
sudden change in tension - from a state
of relaxation or low load to one of high
load - may also be described as shockloading.
A typical shock load on a line occurs
when an object is suddenly lifted or
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TW
ND OTHER CHIPPER
COMPANY CAN CUT IT

Only one chipper company can offer you 25 years of
manufacturing experience. . . 25 years of engineering
refinement. . . 25 years of satisfying the demands of
professional arborists. That's Wood/Chuck.
What does that mean to you? We've learned that some of
the little touches we add to our chippers don't cost -- they
pay. We put a D.O.T. Certified-type fuel tank, mounted
in the frame on every chipper. Every metal component
is undercoated before assembly so rust can't start at the
iietal joints. Every chipper comes with a spare set of blades.
electric brakes and a Torfiex axle that is guaranteed for
S \ears.

Our engineering refinements have led to the development of
the most reliable chippers on the market, with a wide
selection of types and sizes. We won't leave our older
models alone -- just wait until you see the W/C-17 in action.
We have a new Heavy Duty 9" disc chipper, plus the
Ecochip that chips and mulches in one pass. And, as far as
choice is concerned, what other chipper company can
support you whether you choose disc, drum, or both!
Now, we're adding new dealers all over the country to bring
Wood/Chuck quality right to your area. Once you take a
closer look at Wood/Chuck. you'll see no other chipper
company can cut it.

iL LriuriJr;airi ç_miT
P.O. Drawer 400

- Shelby,

NC 28150

- Phone:

7041482-4355
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dropped. Under these conditions, a 5000pound load may generate an impact force
to the line in excess of 30,000 pounds exceeding the tensile strength of the line
and causing a catastrophic failure. A 4inch sudden drop - as off a platform - can
actually double the load. Similarly, an
over-wrap "falling off' the winch drum
can result in a 50% shock load.
Synthetic fibers have a "memory."
They function similar to wire rope in that
they "remember" and retain the effects of
being overloaded and shock-loaded. This
is an important reason to stress procedures
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that reduce the danger and occurrence of
shock-loading. If there is reason to believe
that a line has been shock-loaded above
its safe working load, it should be noted;
if a number of these occur, the line should
be rotated, inspected and downgraded or
removed from service if necessary.

Shock loading has a bearing on block
life. J.A. Brinnell (1849-1925) worked out
the standard scale of hardness of a metal,
alloy or similar materials. The scale rating is called Brinnell Hardness and is
determined by the area of indentation produced by pressing a steel ball under a
controlled pressure into the surface of the
material being tested.
When a pulley is subjected to shock
(impact) loading severe enough to damage the bearing race, the gouging that
occurs is called "brinnelling." Severe
shock-loading can also cause bearing
housings to crack. In theory, bushings are
slightly stronger mechanically than a
bearing. In practice, manufacturers of rescue pulleys (SMC and CMI) both certify
that their bearing and bushing rescue pulleys are virtually identical in strength. My
experience concurs.
In stress-to-failure testing of their rescue style pulleys, both SMC and CMI
have verified that the carabiner holes in
the side plates have typically pulled
through or deformed before either a bearing or bushing failure. I have a stainless
steel bearing pulley that was used as a
yarding block in an emergency. The side
plate holes turned nearly inside out under
the strain and the bearing still turns per fectly.
The amount of shock actually delivered
to the bearing is greatly affected by a
number of factors, including the length
and energy absorption qualities of the
rope. The longer the rope is, the more fiber there will be to absorb initial shock
loading. The type of sling used to secure
the pulley in the tree will also play a role.
To better illustrate the point, consider the
fact that wire rope or chain does not have
the energy absorption properties that a
double-braided rope or nylon webbing
sling has.
Myth Busters Department: I read once,
I can't remember where, that a rope run
through a rescue pulley would strop the
inside of the cheekplates to knife-edge
sharpness. This situation may have been
one unfortunate individual's experience,
but it's not a characteristic of rescue pulley or any other block when given a fair

Please circle 15 on the Reader Service Card
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lead with line correctly sized to the
sheave. "Lead" is the term for the angle
that a rope approaches the sheave. A
"fair" lead enters and exits the sheave
dead center. A "poor" lead enters or exits
at an angle and is a sorry situation for a
rigger. The rope enters or exits at an angle
that binds the rope against the body of the
block, effectively cancelling the purpose
of the block in the first place. The only
way that the myth could occur would be
for someone to have improperly set their
rigging or to have crammed a rope
through the block that was so much larger
than the rated size of the sheave that it
spilled out and rubbed against the inside
of the cheekplates.

Tying it all together
I like synthetic rope for its handling
characteristics. I like its feel, its properties and its durability. I even like the neat
colors it comes in these days. I'm impressed but not in awe of ultimate tensile
strengths. I respect the danger that a line
parting under load represents far too much
to take unnecessary chances.
Says Yale Cordage's Hildebrand: "You
never want to see, hear or be around a
synthetic line parting as a true tensile failure!" I agree. I'm proud to say that the
only rope I've ever broken in tree removal
was a 7/8-inch single-braid. We did it
while trying to pull a downed oak with a
Caterpillar 977. The line began to sing as
it drew from 7/8-inch to about 1/2-inch
before it broke with explosive force. The
line was 200 feet long and, like an enormous rubber band, it shot the full length
of the line past the tree.
This past January I was reminded once
again of the tremendous amount of energy
that synthetic line can store up before failure. In order to pass my certification as a
splicer of double braided rope, I had to
submit a sample splice for destructive
testing to verify that it met required standards for performance. The 1/2-inch
double-braided line stored up over 10,000
pounds of energy before it failed with the
explosive force and sound of a 30.06 rifle
shot.
From what I've seen and heard from
"new generation" arborists, I'm concerned that the high working loads that
certain synthetic lines are capable of under controlled and ideal conditions are
being viewed as a mandate to push them
to the absolute limits. Tree work is far

BROWN RIGHT=S, F=WAY 9601
91/2 Foot Brush
Shredder
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The New Brown 9> foot brush
shredder is designed to quickly reclear your right-of-way and is most
effective in light to medium growth
areas. This shredder is ideally suited
for use behind a properly guarded
farm series tractor with dual wheels
for maximum flotation and traction.
Designed for rugged mowing without
excessive weight. Light enough to
be used in rough areas yet heavy
enough to mow your 3 to 4 year
growth.

True Cutting Width: 114" (9 ft.) • Cutting Height: 1" to 12" • Overall Deck Width: 120" (10 ft.) • Frame Construction: 2X3X/4"
Tube; 3x3x 3/8" Tube; 4x4X/2" Angle; 3%" & /8 " Steel Plate • Deck: 1/4 Steel Plate • A-Frame: 3x4x.4' Tube with Flex Link Cat.11
Weight: 3,600 lbs. • Blades: 4- 5/8"x6" Heat Treated Alloy • Blade Bar: 1" Solid Plate, 36" Diameter • Drive Shaft: Heavy Duty
135 HP with Heat Treated Tubes, Size #8 • Tail Wheels: 2-600x9 Laminated Tire with Guarded Fork Mount • Divider Gear Box:
270 HP with 1%" Spline Shafts • Outboard Gear Box: 165 HP with 1%" Input Shafts &2 13/16" Output Shaft • Slip Clutch: Heavy
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Tremendous flywheel effect created by a 500 lb. blade Oar,
reduces tractor lugging while cutting heavy material.
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Blade contact 54 times per second created from 810 RPM
blade bar speed.

Proven in all types of terrains (limited only by your tractor).

Cutting diameter up to 8" (depending on model) allowed by
open back cutter deck design.
Can replace your standard grass mower as well as your
chain saw (in most conditions).

• The only TRUE heavy duty mower on the market, with unit
weights of 1,750 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.
• 10's of thousands of miles of experience; unmatched in
serviceability, in Right-of-ways across the country.
• Over 3,500 units in operation in all types of industries.
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from the controlled and ideal working environment of the chemistry labs where
these rope fibers are created. That's precisely why I love it so much.
When you study the Cycles to Failure
chart, it becomes readily apparent that
pushing a rope to its limits will greatly
limit its life and, while we're on :he subject, yours too - potentially. Please note
that even when the rope was pushed right
to the edge, it didn't fail on the first lift;
it took a few. Let's consider that you overloaded a rope without breaking it. You
brought it right to the edge once, twice,
three times. The rope didn't break so you
keep using it. Later, it seems to fail without warning on a job where the load was
way below its safe working limits. If you
forgot what you'd been doing with the
rope the week before on the huge red oak,
you'll probably think that the rope was
nothing but a piece of junk. Don't blame
the rope!
I was weaned on manila rope. Most of
us were still climbing on it at -ihe 1977
ISA Jamboree in Philadelphia. I was
trained to apply a safety factor of 10 to
all components of my rigging. Using that
factor, I learned tree work with manila
rope that was rated for 265-pound loads

on 1/2-inch, 540 pounds on 3/4-inch and
900 pounds on heavy old 1-inch.
These days, if using double-braided
polyester, Cordage Institute specifications
for minimum break strengths would allow
for a 900-pound load on 1/2-inch, 1710
pounds on 3/4-inch and 3618 pounds on
1-inch. I have a tendency to take manilasized pieces with synthetic ropes. A
philosophy like that will pay for itself in
vastly extended rope life and safety.
Technical rigging is a lifelong challenge to master. General George Patton
observed in his memoirs that about the
time a person mastered the art of war,
hostilities had ceased or the soldier had
gotten too old to keep practicing his craft.
Extreme tree removal is a lot like combat
in that regard.

of the tree to sustain the removal.
Never lose sight of the fact that your
business survival is more certain if you
concentrate on tree preservation. Remove
when you have to, but endeavor to learn
10 times more about such preservation
arts as pruning, cabling, bracing, fertilization and hazard tree evaluation. In
competitive situations, you will be able
to save important trees that your competitors would remove if you can do more
than estimate the value of the cordwood
in the ailing oak. Arboriculture is a lot
more than urban logging. Thank God for
that and may God bless all who labor for
the trees. Big blocks and small lines to
you all.
101

Words of advice

The author wishes to thank Dick
Hildebrand, Susan Cook, Ed Hobbs, Rock
Thompson, Bruce Baron, Yale Cordage
and the Cordage Institute for their contributions to this article.
Donald F. Blair is the director of the
M.F. Blair Institute of Arboriculture in
Clear Spring, Maryland. An author and
lecturer, he has been an arhorist since
1971.

If you are just getting established in the
profession and would accept a few words
of advice tempered by experience...
Learn your craft. Have fun with rigging, but make safety your prime concern.
Always do a visual inspection for hazards
before beginning the climb. Investigate
hollow sounding trunks and decay fruiting bodies as needed to ensure the ability

EA GLE 44
Trailer Mounted Aerial Lift
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* 44 Ft. Working Ht.
* 25 Ft. Side Reach
* 360 0 Continuous Rotation
* Automatic Bucket
* Optional 110 V. Outlet At Bucket
Leveling
* Optional Hydraulic Tool Circuit at Bucket
Outstanding portability for your maintenance needs. Avoid the
expense of owning and licensing a truck mounted lift. Keep
your truck free for other work.

For Additional Information, Call
1(800)824-9776
Financing Available
Call For Details

EAGLE LIFT

By

AmeriQuip
1480 Arrow Hwy., La Verne CA 91750
(909) 392-2033 Fax (909) 392-4651
Please circle 6 on the Reader Service Card
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National
.

Compliance with Minimum
Wage and Overtime
Regulations
For Tree Care Companies

Take a look at what members have in their business arsenal:
• A Toll-Free Hotline: Tree care answers to your tree care business and technical questions. When you need them.
• Business Management Guidelines: What would you pay for accounting, cost analysis, sales compensation and
human resource guidelines that are already set up for tree care companies?
• Federal Regulation Guidelines: NAA members get the rules spelled out for them exactly as they relate to tree
care companies. No more wading through page after page of government gibberish!
• Safety and Technical Training Materials: There is no other source that offers such comprehensive training
programs at such a reasonable cost.
• Networking with Peers: You could find out how a tree care company similar to yours turned a problem into a
profit center. Maybe you can't call another tree care company in your area with a question, but why not a fellow
NAA member from across the country?
• Better Group Rates on Insurance: NAA searches out the best plans, then negotiates for you and executes
power buys" to keep the cost of insurance under control.
• Better Advertising and Public Relations: An ongoing public awareness program including events such as the
National Arborist Day at Arlington National Cemetary, means that the NAA logo on your advertising and
stationery carries more weight with cautious homeowners and businesses. Plus, the NAA offers an excellent array
of professionally developed brochures and marketing materials at a fraction of what they'd cost you to produce.
IP'
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OSHA Flexe$ Its Muscle
By Brian Barnard

OSHA's Recent & Future Actions

Labor Secretary Robert Reich recently
delivered citations totalling $7.5 million
against Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., tire
plant. The citations claim the company
violated OSHA' s lockoutltagout rule. The
tire company says it will contest the fines.
The enormous fine is only the beginning. Reich asked the federal district court
to order the company to comply immediately with the requirements, forcing the
plant to close for two days. The judge temporarily lifted the restraining order.
OSHA typically goes to court to get a
temporary restraining order against a firm
if conditions exist that "could reasonably
be expected to cause death or serious
physical harm immediately." However,
the Bridgestone/Firestone case is the first
in which OSHA went to court for a restraining order because, OSHA believed,
the situation presented imminent orpending danger to employees.
OSHA head Joseph Dear was quoted as
saying the agency will "use all the tools
available" to protect workers from imminent danger.
General Motors also received fines totalling $2 million for repeat violations of
OSHA's lockout/tagout standard. OSHA
inspected GM's Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, plant after an employee's death in

Finalized OSHA Standards in 1994
Personal Protective Equipment -April 6, 1994
Vertical Standard -January 31, 1994
Hazard Communication Update -March 11. 1994
Reporting of Fatalities or Multiple Hospitalizations -April 1, 1994

Standards in Proposed Rule Stage
Abatment Verification - April 1994
Respiratory Protection - November 1994
OSHA 200, Injury Reporting - September 1994
Ergonomics - September 1994
OSHA Compliance Program Guidelines - March 1995

Standards in Final Rule Stage
Walking & Working Surfaces/Fall Protection - June 1995
20649 Motor Vehicle Standard - December 1995

1991 and cited the company for 57 violations of OSHA standards.
This is the first time OSHA has issued
the maximum $70,000 penalty for violations since increasing its fine structure in
1991.
The citations against GM included failing to train employees. Numerous skilled
employees testified that they could not remember any training in written
procedures in the company's lockout/
tagout procedures.
While the tree care industry is normally

exempt from OSHA' s lockout/tagout
standards, all industries will be affected
by the agency's approach to hazard abatement.
After the GM decision Reich said in a
statement: "This Labor Department will
not tolerate employers who put workers'
safety unnecessarily at risk."
I V1

Brian Barnard is Government Affairs
specialist for the National A rborist Association.

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
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Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

anyone else.

—1

1

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide

' PEAVEY

MANUFACTURING Co.

P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX (207) 843-5005

Saw Head
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Have You Trained Your Tree Workers
In Electrical Hazard Awareness?

PROVE IT!!!
That's the question you're sure to be asked by OSHA inspectors or accident
investigators. Besides training your workers, you now have to document and
certify that they have been properly trained.
The alphabet soup that covers these changes are OSHA 191 0.269, OSHA
191 0.331 and ANSI Zi 33.1-1994.
OSHA 1910.269. Effective January 31, 1995, you must certify that all employees who come closer than 10 feet to energized wires have received electrical
hazard training.
OSHA 1910.331. Effective in August, 1991, all employees who may come within
10 feet must be trained in electrical hazard awareness, and that training must be
documented.
ANSI Z133.1-1994 outlines the required training subjects. Remember, an ANSI
violation is an OSHA violation.
ACRT PROVIDES ELECTRICAL HAZARD AWARENESS TRAINING
AND NECESSARY COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION
Since 1985, ACRT has trained more than 10,000 tree workers. We can train in
your community, at the ACRT Institute, or by self study using the newly revised
National Aborist Association home study course.
Don't take chances. Depend on a training organization with a proven track
record; an organization that can certify that the training provided your employees
complies with all applicable laws and regulations.
For information, write, phone or fax

The ACRT Institute
of Arboriculture and
Urban Forestry
227 N. Depeyster St.
P.O. Box 219
Kent, OH 44240
800-622-2562
Fax 216-673-3205

R
T

Training may be expensive, but try costing out ignorance.
Please circle I on the Reader Service Card
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Recycling With Tub Grinders
By David Brown and
Peter Gerstenberger
(This article examines one component
of the recycling process: the tub grinder.
Most of the information contained in this
article is generic to all tubs, however,
there is some emphasis on a new machine
from Vermeer Manufacturing that was
on/v recent/v released. At the end of this
article, there is a list of tub grinder manufacturers who cater to the waste wood
disposal market.)
Only 10 years ago many arborists practiced wood waste recycling without
calling it that. People found creative ways
to get rid of unwanted wood and chips or
hauled them to the dump. As the dumps
became landfills and started filling up,
they became more expensive or restrictive.
In recent years. recycling has evolved
from being the lesser of two evils - the
greater evil being astronomic dumping
costs - into a profitable business. As tech-

nology improves and new markets are
created, it will likely become more prof itable.
Kentucky contractor Con Robinson and
his wife Anne provide just one example
of a lucrative recycling business. The
Robinsons have been recycling wood
materials to produce compost, mulch,
blended soil and other landscape and gar den products. Their high-quality mulch
and compost had earned a strong following among area landscapers, garden center
operators and home owners. But as the
flow of organic material coming into their
13-acre facility increased, it took too
much time to regrind the material to make
the compost their customers sought.
The Robinsons were able to keep up
only by grinding most of the material into
coarse mulch, rather than the composted
products that are their best sellers. The
composted wood mulch must be ground
as many as four times to produce materials that are excellent substitutes for peat
moss.
Now, a new Vermeer Brawny TG 400
4

j

V

tub grinder is helping them keep their
business growing. Until the recent arrival
of the new tub grinder, Con Robinson
Contracting Co., Inc., used two grinding
systems. A shearing machine was used to
coarsely cut wood material, including
large tree limbs, timber from demolition
projects and industrial refuse such as pallets and crates. All subsequent processing
was done with a tub grinder that was purchased four years ago.
Most larger recycling facilities use
something other than a tub for the socalled primary reduction of debris.
Although tubs can handle raw material,
output is significantly reduced.
Says Robinson, "We were having to
regrind so much that our one tub grinder
was incapable of coming up with the desired finished product. Both the volume
and the quality of grind were limited.'
By last fall Robinson decided that he
needed more grinding capacity and he
began to research available tub grinders.
After trying out about six different brands
with on-site demonstrations, he heard
about a new machine from Vermeer that
would soon be on the market. Soon after,
his dealer brought the prototype to
Robinson's facility for a demonstration.

Teeth are key

-

-

aA

-

.

The Robinson recycling operation with the Vermeer Brawny TG400. Material is processed
as many as four times, yielding a fine consistent product.
22
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If one talks tub grinders with any recycling veteran, the conversation eventually
turns to the teeth, or hammers. That is
because dull hammers mean low productivity, and hammer replacement means
additional expense and downtime. Therelore, ease of tooth replacement and
sharpening are important.
"Con is especially pleased with the
design of the teeth because of the ease
with which they can be changed," Anne
Robinson says. "That can be labor intensive and Vermeer has a tooth design that
will cut that way down."
"Vermeer has applied rock technology
to grinding wood." Robinson points out.

WHEN THIS TREE Is TALL ENOUGH To NEED
TRIMMING, THIS EQUIPMENT WILL STILL BE
AROUND To Do THE JOB.
The simple design of our I.13650A aerial device offers low life cycle
costs and a new hydraulic system for maximum versatility in bucket
positioning and tool usage.
And our Whisper Chipper, with its proven record for durability',
makes short work of the competition.
If you'd like more information on Altec equipment, call
1-800-232-7373, or ask anybody who uses one. You'll find our
reputation for reliability and longevity grows with even customer.

You demand a lot from your equipment: the highest productivity,
the least maintenance and the longest life possible to keep costs
down. That's why Altec's complete line of tree care equipment is
designed to operate under every condition. We make them tough,
we make them to last and we make them to fit your needs.
Like our LRIII-5, with working heights up to 60 feet, giving you
superior reach and performance plus easy access for greater
productivity from work crews.

Fs
Atlanta. Birmingham. Dallas . Denver . Indianapolis . Portland .West Palm Beach .Creedmoor, !\C .

tec
NY-!

'-
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noting that the tub grinder uses the same
carbide-tipped teeth used in rock cutting
machinery. The mill features 20-pound
cutter block hammers with replaceable
rock bit teeth.
Anne Robinson, who is certified in
composting by the State of Kentucky, says
she is doubly pleased because the new
grinder makes it "so much easier" to make
the fine grind required for quality
composted mulch.
"We are always concerned with our
compost supply and the Vermeer grinder
has the ability take material down to a fine

grind that is compostable," she explains.
"This will assure a supply for my customers, so I'm thrilled with that."

Variety of materials
The Robinsons market 20,000 to 30,000
cubic yards of soil and mulch products
each year in the Lexington area. They
have 17 employees and a fleet of 10
trucks. They also operate a crushing facility to recycle concrete, asphalt and
other construction refuse.
As the financial officer in the business,

Anne Robinson is pleased with the fact
that the new tub grinder backs up two
machines: It is rugged enough to stand in
for the shear grinder as well as the older
tub grinder.
She is also pleased that the new grinder
uses about the same amount of fuel as the
older one while turning out more work.
The typical grinding operation requires
two yard employees - one to run the tub
and one to transport material to it. Many
of the larger tubs have optional grapple
loaders so that one operator can load the
tub and control the grinding. Most facili-

TAMARACK
P.O. Box 370, Canton, NY 13617
1-800-858-0437

We are the arborist's supplier

iLI
(3) 1988 ORD F-800 Diesels Assunoi
R-50
chipbox lifts rebuilt 2'94 Trucks are perfect
$38,500, also have (2) 87's Diesel LR-50

ASK ABOUT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
WOOD RECYCLING EQUIPMENT:
CHIPPERS CAPABLE OF PROCESSING
3 TO 12 INCH MATERIAL,
TUBGRJNDERS,LOG SPLI7TERS
& STUMPGRINDERS.

7)y us

ti

—

dial 1-800-94-ARBOR

you won't be sorry

(27267)

all

4

Fax 24 Hours
916/944-4487

Call For Our
FREE Catalog

I
A,v.t1LR-50
s.
rebuilt 12 93 new DT466, new tires, mint cond.
527 500

á4a

I4iip UPS
MC / VISA accepted

WESTERN TREE & LANDSCAPE SUPPLY

Hot,. hi-F
73Oa.-6.i.
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23,000 miles, show room cond $32,000, also nave
Fords 1986 and 1987

50 feet up-you're
usedtomamng
smart choices...

I

...but the time to have made the smartest
choice is before you climb. Yale's XTC
braided Tree Ropes are engineered for
safety, performance and reliability.
Sample our quality-then choose. Call
207-774-9253 / Fax 800-255-9253 (toll
free) or write for free samples and
catalog.

¶'
%'.
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1984 International Chipper Dump Diesel 63,000
mile
ew rubber. perfect $10,500

x1rc

ROPES FOR EXPERT TREE CARE

.
1985-87 Woodchuck 12 inch Drom C i pers with
new 4 cyl Diesel power units new blades $6,900
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YALE CORDAGE

100 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 04101
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ties do not purchase that option because
it is expensive and often a second operator is needed anyway.
The Vermeer unit is operated with a
full-function wireless remote control.
Hypothetically, one operater could load
debris and operate the grinder.

Steady growth
According to Anne Robinson, the or ganics recycling business has been
growing steadily, thanks in part to stricter
environmental laws. The Kentucky Legislature is considering a statewide ban on
organic materials in landfills and the City
of Lexington has already enacted such
legislation.
Besides wood refuse, the Rohinsons
accept straw, grass, leaves and brush.
Bedding from the nearby Red Mile harness racing track and some of the areas
world-famous horse farms also is processed and blended with wood mulch to
aid the composting process.
Con Robinson explains that the smaller
the wood material is ground, the quicker
the composting process occurs. Adding
straw from the stables puts bacteria into
the blend and adding water helps speed
the process along. Aeration when the material is periodically reground also
accelerates the process and it takes about
six months to completely compost the
blended material.
Con Robinson produces blended topsoil
using a Scarab brand composter to blend
and shred soil and blend it with fully
composted material and new mulch. With
this process a product can be ready for
market in six to eight weeks.
Despite the growing supply of recyclable organics, the Robinsons see no
limit to their market. Anne Robinson
points out that they can process more of
the material into compost rather than
mulch, which reduces it to about a third
of its original volume. They now sell only
in the local Lexington area, with a population of about 250,000. But Anne
Robinson foresees expanding their market to as much as a 100-mile radius. TCI
If you are considering going into the
recycling business, check into local zoning laws, ordinances and restrictions.
Usually, true composting operations are
more highly regulated than are mulch or
firewood businesses. For more informa-

The grapple loader works best when debris is already piled for disposal. (Photo courtesy
of Haybuster Manufacturing)

A tub grinder's array of hammers. (Photo courtesy of W.H.O.)

tion on equipment or to arrange a demonstration, contact these manufacturers:

Morbark E-Z Beever Co.
517-866-2381

Diamond Z Mfg.
208-467-6229

Olathe Mfg. (Division of Toro Co.)
913-782-4396

Haybuster Mfg.
701-252-4601

Vermeer Mfg.
515-628-3141

Innovator Mfg.
413-229-0080

W.H.O. Mfg.
719-336-7433
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AllAbout:

Hoists, Cranes And Lifts
Are hoists, cranes and lifts the same?
Many people in the industry refer to them
as the same. When defined in the context
of tree care or landscape maintenance,
they are devices that lift an object weighing more than a person or persons could
safely handle. While they come in all sizes
and configurations, small to medium-size
truck-mounted devices are popular with
arborist firms.
Regardless of which lift option is chosen, the result will be increased
productivity and less chance of back injuries.

ii
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Hoists
The hoist is a hydraulic dumping
mechanism that elevates a truck body to
a 45-degree dumping angle, allowing the
hauled product to slide from the body.
Hydraulic dumping hoists are available in
many different sizes and configurations,
determined by the product that is to be
dumped. In the tree care industry, truck
bodies are typically nine to 16 fet long
and haul a combination of chips and logs,
mostly chips. Hoist sizes range from a
NTEA Class C to Class F. Class C hoists
can lift eight to 10 tons, depending on
overhang and other factors.
Most of the dump hoists used in the tree
industry are single hydraulic cylinders
mounted in a rigid or scissor frame. The
scissor frame allows the product to be
loaded off-center in the body without tilting or leaning while it is being raised.

..
The hydraulic hoist.

P.

Cranes
Cranes vary greatly, depending upon
the size and weight of the item to be lifted
and how closely the truck can be posi26

A corner-mount crane.
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tioned to the item. These factors Oust be
considered to determine the right crane for
the application. There are corner mount,
knuckle boom and stick cranes ranging in
size from small to absolutely enormous.
Corner mount cranes are usually
mounted on the curbside rear corner of a
forestry body or service body, and work
well with multi-purpose forestry bodies.
The most common in the tree business are
from 1000- to 2500-pound capacity.
These units are used to lift logs too large
for chipping into the body. The cost of the
crane determines what options are available. The smallest 1000-pound corner
mount normally uses manual rotation with
an electric-powered winch line. Hydraulic rotation, hydraulic winch, outriggers
and other options can be added. Most users do not understand that the less
expensive electric winch is not made for
continuous use. If used continuously until that last log is loaded, the motor may
become too hot and fault. A relatively
inexpensive corner crane with a hydraulic winch will eliminate the continuous
use problem.
Knuckle boom cranes, also called articulating cranes, are normally mounted
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A knuckle boom crane.
between the cab and the body. Knuckle
boom cranes range in size from 50.000foot pounds (8300-pound capacity) to
138.000-foot pounds (19.000-pound capacity). The unique feature of knuckle
boom cranes is that they can fold within
themselves when in transit, but when in

use can reach out hydraulically about 40
feet and lift a 3000-pound object. Options
that are available for knuckle booms include remote controls, single-person
baskets and grapples. Like the corner
mounts, a popular arborist combination
truck unit is an articulating crane with a
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multi-purpose forestry body package.
When the crane is not needed, the arborist
has a chipper body. When the job requires
log removal, the user simply removes the
top to create a dump body.

Log loaders
A log loader has the same capabilites
as a knuckle boom crane, but does not
fold and stow within itself. Loaders normally have a long boom and use a general
purpose grapple. They combine with a 14foot to 19-foot dump body mounted on a
33,000 GVWR single-axle chassis cab. A
body used only for logs should be extra
sturdy but still within vehicle body weight
limits. These considerations are a must for
someone in recycling or logging.
A log loader.

Other lifts
A liftgate is another means of loading
wood into the body. The brand and size
of the gate is determined by the application. Capacities range from 500 poounds
to 2500 pounds. The most popular units
are 1500-pound rear-mount tuck-away
gates or side lift gates. The side lift is used

more to lift tools or equipment in the
truck. A third type is the dump-thru lift
gate. The gate serves as the tailgate in the
closed position. The product will dump
through the gate or the gate can be low ered to floor height and the product dumps
over the gate. The dump-thru gate is

mostly used on 1-ton trucks.

Technical assistance and illustrations
for this article were provided by Richard
Goforth of Southco Industries.
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Front wheels
turn in allowing
the KAN-DU to
go through a
30" gate.

Compact enough to get into tight spaces,
big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cutting wheel, all work done with hydraulics - including steering.
• Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!
Please circle 23 on the Reader Service Card
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In The Spotlight
Show Key Employees That They Are Appreciated

By Richard G. Ensman Jr.
Shine the spotlight on those employees
who make a big difference in your firms
success! Let your people know they make
a difference and that you appreciate them.
If you want to shine the spotlight on
outstanding employees, you can do it
without hefty bonuses, "thank you" trips
or expensive gifts. If you're interested in
effective, low-cost employee recognition
techniques, here's a summary of timetested approaches to get you started:

page news release, stating the employee's
name and the facts surrounding his accomplishments.
Symbolic incentives - Do you have a
stuffed animal that serves as the company
mascot? A traveling trophy? A humorous
wall display? Let your mascot or display
serve as a symbolic token of appreciation
for a job well done. Circulate it to an
employee who has performed well and let
him/her keep the symbolic gift for a limited period of time.

Bulletin board announcements - Recognize the accomplishments of an
employee in front of his peers and you'll
build a sense of pride and loyalty that will
last forever. A bulletin board announcement, perhaps coupled with a photograph
of the employee, will do just that.

Professional education - As a token of
gratitude for exceptional performance,
consider sending a valued employee to a
professional seminar or training course.
You'll recognize your employee's accomplishments and provide him/her with skills
that will enhance future performance.

Memos for the file - Want to thank an
employee for a job well done? Write a
letter of appreciation and let your employee know that you're placing a copy
in his/her personnel file.

Ambassador service - If an employee
has served you and your firm well, let him/
her serve as your "personal ambassador"
from time to time. The chosen individual
can attend ceremonial functions in your
stead, speak to gatherings of employees
and perhaps even represent your company
at professional or trade shows.

Newspaper and magazine releases Many newspapers and magazines will
publish short news briefs about your employees. Suburban weeklies, business
publications and industrial trade magazines are usually eager for information of
this nature. Don't overlook the power of
a two- or three-line write-up in the paper;
most employees have never been mentioned in the press and will cherish even
the smallest write-up. All it takes is a one-

Simple gifts - Small gifts such as coffee mugs and company sweatshirts are
deeply appreciated by many employees.
Buy imprinted goods in quantity; they can
double as public relations giveaways. For
non-imprinted or one-of-a-kind gifts, perhaps you can buy items from a friend or
colleague in a non-competing firm at cost.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1994

Plaques - While plaques are one of the
most traditional ways of recognizing outstanding employee performance, they're
still effective - especially when they're
located in a prominent place.
End-of-month recognition - Consider
recognizing one outstanding employee at
the end of every month or every quarter.
You can turn this occasion into an "event"
by hosting a coffee hour for the employee
to be recognized, or by adding his/her
name to a "featured employee" display.
Employee coaches - Let your top employees act as "mentors" and "coaches"
to new employees entering your department - or even to established employees
seeking professional growth. The honor
will not go unnoticed and the coaching
experience will give your top performers
new skills.
Time away - Does your outstanding
employee have a subject he/she would
like to learn more about? Is he/she interested in pursuing a special work-related
project? Give your really good people
"time away" from their routine duties and
let them pursue these special interests.
Well-rounded, appreciative employees
will be the result, along with some potential improvements in the workplace.
Luncheon recognitions - Once a quarter, schedule a simple "thank you"
luncheon where you recognize top performers. Better yet, invite your boss, the
personnel director or top management to
29

attend along with you and your people
Gifts for the family - To recognize a
good employee, recognize his/her family.
Offer a dinner out, a trip to an area amusement park or some other simple token of
appreciation the whole family can enjoy.

Use these suggestions to begin thinking about ways you can recognize people
who make a difference in your firm. You
don't have to use all of these techniques:
just as a single employee can make a
unique contribution to your business, a
single form of recognition can serve as a

Advertisements - While ads can be a
bit on the costly side, don't hesitate to
honor your people in paid newspaper or
trade ads, or add an employee recognition
tag line to your present advertisements.

unique honor to the employee.

Richard G. Ensnan Jr. is ci freelance
author based in Rochester, New York. He
specializes in business (117(1 incinageinenr
tO/)iC.S.
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Affordable
Portables

Lowell, IN 46356

(219) 696-1440

Models with
18 9 20 9 22&25
HP Kohler engines
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"Special Financing
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IT'S TIME To ORDER

ORAL IVY®

_______________ •
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30" stump removed
12" deep 9 minutes

.'

SAFETY FEATURES
• Guards on belts.
• Full control, positive balance, visual contact of work.
• Both wheels automatically lock when working machine.
• When disengaging cutter, cutter stops and does not free wheel.
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"Does this make sense to you?"

A FEW DROPS DAILY IN
WATER OR JUICE
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PREVENTS THE
"

FIERY ITCH"
OF POISON IVY
OAK AND SUMAC
6 Months Prevention in
Each 1.2 oz. Bottle
By the Bottle:
$12.50 + $1.00 Postage

BUY the Dozen: $7.50 Per Bottle
$90. Per Dozen + $3.50 Shipping
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-553-6778

DULL KNIVES R COSTING
U TIME AND MONEY'
71/4"

x 4" x %" - 23.40 ea.

12" x 3" x %" - 19.95 ea. / 16" x 3" x %" - 24.00 ea.

WRO

MEMBER NATIONAL

ARBOR 1ST

ii::

ORAL IVY, INC.
104 GUY'S LANE, BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
Please circle 30 on the Reader Service Card
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7 Bonazzoli Ave.
Hudson, MA 01749

1-800-221-5452
'
In Mass: (508) 568-9292
7 Bonazzoli Ave.
Fax:
(508)568-9497
Huilson, MA 01749
Please circle 36 on the Reader Service Card
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TC1 EXPO '94
IS THE ONE SHOW WHERE YOU'LL...
• . See the latest tree-climbing techniques using new hardware

See all the business services and technology you need under

and new knots to speed up productivity. . . Find out the answer

one roof . . . Find everything you need to build your business.

to any Tree Care Industry question at NAA's Information

Because there's only one show with over 120 exhibitors, lectures,

Central . . . See how chipper technology is going to respond to

seminars and demonstrations that focus on the BUSINESS of

changing landfill and dumping laws . . . Learn about electrical

the tree care business: TCI EXPO '94. A BETTER 1995 STARTS

hazards that may threaten lives—and your insurance premi-

AT TCI EXPO '94—THE TREE CARE BUSINESS TRADE SHOW.

ums . . . Find out if leasing new equipment will in-

\7
1 0)

/

Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia, PA
November 17th through November 19th, 1994...

crease your productivity and cut your overhead.
Learn how lightning protection installation could

Sponsored by the National Arborist Association, Co-

bring you new business... Find the best source for

sponsored by ISA ... FOR MORE INFORMATION,

the equipment and supplies your crews use every

including hotel accommodations and travel, contact:

day. . . Learn about the newest pest management

The National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094,

and plant health care products and how they

Amherst NH 03031-1094 or call TOLL FREE:

should be presented to your customers

Please circle 41 on the Reader Service Card

1-800-733-2622
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I

VERSALIFI.
June 5-7
•

_____

•

Tree City USA National Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Cir.
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: National Arbor Day Foundation.
402-474-5655

June 6
Connecticut Tree Climbing Workshop
Housatonic CommunityTechnical College
Bridgeport, Conn.
Contact: 203-579-6456

July 12
Annual Nursery Field Day
Hampton Roads Agricultural Research
and Extension Center
Virginia Beach, Va.
Contact: 804-363-3900
•

August 14-17
ISA Conference & Trade Show
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Contact: ISA, 217-355-9411

I

July 28-29
Landscape Contractors Association
Summer Conference
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza
Rockville, Md.
Contact: Sue Stott, 301-948-0810

11

Ic

Tree care profession-

September 21

als know
costs money - that's why
more VERSALIFTS go
into the field every month. 1E
111J'W-•i[1ILIT!ffl
Low maintenance, long
life, dependable service, and now 60-foot working height is
yours with the VERSALIFT VO-55! Here's your chance to get
the best aerial device available at a down-to-earth price.
Standard features include continuous rotation, start/stop, full
pressure hydraulic controls and more.
VERSALIFT ... your next aerial lift!

1 fL I lt

Write, call or fax
for a quick quote

TIME

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O.Box20368 • Waco,Teas 76702-0368 'Phone8l7-776-0900 'Fax817-776-7531
Please circle 43 on the Reader Service Card
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Landscape Contractors Association
Landscape Expo
Howard County Fairgrounds
Contact: Sue Stott, 301-948-0810

October 5-7
ISA/Pacific Northwest Chapter
Annual Training Conference
Victoria Conference Center
Victoria, B.C.
Contact: Lynnette Claire, 206-365-3901.

November 17-19
TCI Expo '94
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, Pa.
Contact: 800-733-2622

LIFTS, HOISTS, CRANES AND CHIPPERS
I. On a rotary drum or disc type tree
or brush chipper not equipped with a
mechanical infeed system, the infeed hopper must not be less than
inches measured from the blades or knives
over the center line of the hopper to
ground level. This is designed to prevent
operators from contacting the blades or
Knives of the machine during normal operations.
a. 75
h. 85
95

7. Brush chippers shall be fed from the

"center" of the center line of the infeed
hopper.
True
False
8. Safety chains should always be
crossed and securely fastened before pulling any trailer to prevent the tongue of the
trailer from dropping down if the hitch
comes unfastened.
True
False

100

2. \Vhen operating hoisting equipment.
operators need not remain at the controls
when a load is suspended.
True
False
3. When workers are feeding a tree or
brush chipper. they must not wear
tight-fitting clothes
loose-fitting clothes
steel-toed boots
protective eye wear
4. On log loaders, tree cranes and related hoists, how often should a visual
inspection of wire ropes, gears, chain
drives and other parts be made by the operator, in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations?
Daily
Weekly
Biweekly
Monthly
5. When operating tree or brush chippers, even the workers in the immediate
vicinity must wear approved eye protection.
True
False

6. Before operating any aerial lift
equipment, wheel chocks must be installed.
True
False

9. When feeding a tree or brush chipper, it is generally best to feed the chipper
with the largest (butt) end of the branch
first.
True
False
10. When operating a log loader, tree
crane or related hoist, a durable and legible sign must be placed in a conspicuous
location and contain the following wording or its equivalent: "Warning - Keep
Clear of This Equipment When in Operation."
True
False
11. When working around energized
power lines, metal reinforced hydraulic
hoses are the safest type of hose to use.
True
False
12. When disposing of rakings and
small debris, use a push stick or another
piece of brush to feed it into the brush
chipper.
True
False

13. Operators of log and brush loaders
must always check to make sure that the
logs or brush, are secured in such a fashion so as not to
overhang the sides.
obscure tail lights or brake lights.
obscure vision.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 1994

none of the above.
all of the above.
14. The turning mechanism on log loaders and tree cranes can be used to pull a
load or lift a load that is on an angle.
True
False
15. Even though an insulated aerial lift
is safety tested every 6-12 months, it can
still conduct electricity if enough dust or
dirt is on the outside of the boom.
True
False

16. When trucks with obscured vision
are to be backed up, what practice(s)
should be done?
Use a co-worker positioned out of the
way but visible by the driver to assist in
the backup.
Make sure the area is completely
clear of any objects or people, especially
children.
The driver should walk completely
around the truck.
None of the above.
All of the above.
17. What are the three restrictions for
qualified tree workers to be hoisted into
position using a tree crane?
18. Qualified line clearance personnel
operating tree cranes and working with the
approval of the utility can work within 10
feet of an electrical conductor.
True
False

ANSWER KEY
b
b
b
a
a
a
b

a
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a
a
b
b
e
b
a
e
(1) They must be tied in with an
approved type of climbing rope and
saddle: (2) They must be independently
secured to the boom: and (3) They cannot be tied to the hook.
h

Your Source
For
BiQI ality
g ree
Removal
Equipment.
V Rope Brakes
s.' Hobbs Lowering
Devices
s.'

Hobbs Blocks
(9/16, 5I83/4"&
1" Rope Cap.)

Pulleys
Figure Eights
V Carabiners
i-' Slings
s'

0

CORRECTIONS
In the March issue of the "Test Your
Knowledge" column (Weed Control in
Trees), an error occurred in the number ing sequence of that exam. Please note
that following Question #15. the next
three questions should have been numbered 16, 17, and 18, but were instead
inadvertently numbered as 20, 21 and 22.
The answers to these misnumbered questions if properly numbered are correct.
however.

nal lv intended for answer ''a.
Question 12. The correct answer should
be "c", "cabling the limbs together in
combinations of 3: not "a," "using double
cables on each lag."
Question 18. The correct answer should
be "b," "in direct line with the opposite
lag or eyebolt." When possible and "ideally," the hardware should be installed
perpendicular to the limb, especially for
lags to take advantage of the perpendicular annual ring growth and subsequent
holding power of that arrangement.

In the April "Test Your Knowledge"
column (Cabling and Bracing), several incorrect answers were printed. The correct
answers are as follows:

Question 19. The correct answer should
be "c," the cable should be taut," not "b,"
"never pull the limbs closer together than
they stand naturally.

Question 5. The correct answer could
be "b" or "c" as originally written because
countersinking washers "to the wood
layer" and to "just below the cambium"
are essentially the same. Do not counter sink washers, however, down into the
inner wood (xylem) layers as was origi-

Question 2 1. The correct answer should
be "c." "triangular," not "b," box or rotary.

' Double Braided
Bull Ropes

0

V Climbing Ropes

885 Harmon Ave. - P.O. Box 23322
Columbus, Ohio 43223
Phone: 614-228-6793

Cable Core
F Ii p1 i nes

/ Klein & Bashlin
Climbers

HOBBS BLOCK

V Bashlin,
Buckingham
& Sierra Moreno
Saddles

1-800-288-0992

TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT CO.

Model B4120 10' Long
-

Since
1881

______________
I

___

lORI

A

'-•5*1

Shown here with Power-Liftgate

Arbor Care Eqi.iipme nt Company
1650 West caldaiid Park Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33311

800-626-688 ,15
305.735.6887

Featuring: All galvanneal construction including understructure, corrugated
sides, front & roof increase strength, inside & underbody undercoated, swingaway tailgate. Tool & thru box with double panel doors & slam action paddle
locks, high security locking bars & 4 swivel rope hooks. Class C/20 hoist,
reinforced underride protection with pintel hook, 6 way trailer plug & top
mount ladder & pruner storage.

Please circle 35 on the Reader Service Card
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HELP WANTED
We are a full service arboriculture firm with
offices in the Midwest and the East Coast. With
our continued expansion, we are seeking qualified arborists for production, plant health care
and sales positions within our company. We
consider safety, quality, production and communication to be the foundations of proper tree
care. If you believe the same and wish to make
arboriculture a career, we would like to hear
from you. Send your resume with salary history to Carol Demski, do The Care of Trees,
Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave.. Wheeling, IL 60090.
Phone: 708-394-4220.

Arborists, field representatives, climbers,
technicians. Ira Wickes Arborists, one of the
oldest and most respected companies in the
business, is looking for high-quality people to
help us continue to grow. Excellent compensation, benefits, incentives. Please send
resume or contact us at Ira Wickes Arbonsts,
11 McNamara Road, Spring Valley, NY 10977.
Phone: 914-354-3400.

Experienced climber/foreman wanted to
manage crew. We are a fast growing, quality
oriented company in the Chicago North Shore.
Minimum 3 years experience, CDL and selfmotivation required. Excellent compensation
and benefits available. Please send resume
and contact The Kinnucan Company, 28877
North Nagel Court, Lake Bluff, lL600z14. Phone:
708-234-5327.

Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the
cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated,
knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a
plus. Drug-free workplace. 407-968-1045.

Tree company in south Florida looking for
motivated, qualified arborist with CDL & mm. 2
yrs. exp. Top climber with foreman capabilities
most desirable. Professionally aggressive.
Year-round work, well established co. since
1978, built on team work. Mail resume and
salary requirements to Bill Hodges, 5796 Western Way, Lake Worth, FL 33463, or call
800-932-7267.

(iORIST/SALES REPRESENTATIVI
BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS is seeking
career minded individuals to join
America's leader in scientific tree care.
We currently have
SALES REPRESENTATIVE openings
in CALIFORNIA.
We offer:
*
On-going training by scientists of
the Bartlett Tree Research
Laboratories
*

Superior compensation package,
Including:
Medical Benefits, Company Car, etc.

If you have tree care sales experience
or have an aptitude for sales, combined
with a degree in ornamental
horticulture I arboriculture / urban
forestry, or a related field, please send
or fax a detailed resume to:
Peter Andreucci
3155 Kerner Blvd.
San Rafael
CALIFORNIA, 94901
FAX: (415) 453-3125

PAPYtFyT

BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS
Caringfor America's Trees Since 1907J
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25 HP

Wheels Extend to 52" For Towing.
Wheels Move in to 3411 for Going Through Gates.
Will Work Hooked or Unhooked from Towing Vehicle.
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Searching for the right employee? Time for

ARE YOU A NATURAL?
Then Bring Your Talents To Lis!
SavATree, the successful, dynamic
company who pioneered the environmentally responsible approach to
tree and shrub care, seeks motiva.ed
sales professionals to join our expanding sales force in our NY. NJ
and CT locations.
Ideal candidates will have a college
degree in arboriculture or a related
field and a strong desire to succeed.
In return, we provide an entrepreneurial work environment where excellence is cultivated through employee development and outstanci ng
performance is amply rewarded.
Interested individuals should send or
fax their resume to: Human Re-

sources, 360 Adams St., Bedford
Hills, NY 10507 Fax: (914) 6665843. EOE.

SAvAiIEEE
COMPLETE TREE AND SHRUB CARE, NATURALLY

AAAAAAAAA
Please circle 34 on the Reader Service Card

Introducing

RICK!

Root Ingrowth Core Kit

NOW AVAILABLE-`

IuuurnuT__..

a new position? Florapersonnel is in its second
decade serving the key employment needs of
the tree care industry, all aspects of ornamental horticulture and allied trades. Confidential.
Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W. State Rd. 434,
Suite 6152, Longwood, FL 32T79-5013. Phone:
407-682-5151. FAX: 407-682-2318.
Arboristslsalespeople. Almstead Tree com-

pany is a professional fast-growing, full-service
tree care company located in Westchester
County, NY. We are looking for highly motivated
personnel who are both knowledgeable and
personable. Positions also available for PHC
technicians and climbers. Almstead Tree Company, 58 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle, NY
10801. Phone: 914-576-0193.

Tree trimmers wanted. Hayes Tree Service,

Inc., a 20-year-old, well-established company
in the Boulder Valley, has a position available
for an individual with experience in tree trimming. We are located at the foot of the beautiful
Rocky Mountains, home of the University of
Colorado, boasting 300+ days of sunshine per
year and where recreational and leisure time
diversions are plentiful. We offer year-round
work, competitive salary and benefits and an
attractive location in which to live and work.
Rope and saddle experience are necessary.
Please contact Hayes Tree Service, Inc., Boulder, Colorado. Phone: 303-443-9554.

Work in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan

area with a progressive, growing full service tree
care firm. We seek experienced career-minded
tree climbers. Driver's license a must - CDL
preferred. Top pay and good benefits package.
Send resume to Northern Virginia Tree Experts,
Inc., 44199 Lavin Lane, Chantilly, VA 22021,
or call 703-471-7607.

Easy observation
of feecer roots on
trees and other
woody plants—fine
roots and mycorrhizae—the first to respond' Quick measurement of response
to treatment in the
same growing season.

CALL TODAY

RICK-MARX 1-800-696-7425
61 River Dr., Eddings Pt., Frogmore, SC 29920

seeking tree climbers with experience in rigging,
pruning and shaping trees, and working around
utility lines. Year-round work. Pay based on
experience. Paid medical, dental, federal holiday, vacation, 401K plan and profit sharing.
Please send resume to Jacunski's Complete
Tree Service, Inc., P.O. Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii
96720.

Certified arborist who climbs well and is proud
of what he (or she) does. Send resume:
Saratoga Tree Service, 18660 Paseo PuebloSaratoga, CA 95070. Great climate - great place
to live.

Arborist with experience and CDL "B" (with
air brakes) license. Duties include supervision,
sales and driving bucket truck. Excellent benefits. Drug-free workplace. EOE. We are a large

Please circle 32 on the Reader Service Card
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Field sales representatives. Growth Products,

Ltd. a progressive, fast growing manufacturer
of professional and agricultural liquid fertilizers
and organics, is seeking experienced degreed
salespeople for Mid-Atlantic, Northcentral,
Southcentral and Southwest territories. Experience in turf/ornamental, greenhouse and tree
care markets is desirable. Please send resume
and salary history to Growth Products, Ltd., P.O.
Box 1259, White Plains, NY 10602. Attn: Human Resource Dept.
Plant Health Care Coordinator - Metropolitan Washington, DC, arboricultural firm is
seeking an Integrated Pest Management/Plant
Health Care Coordinator to assist in the continued implementation and development of IPM/
PHC programs.
Tree climbers - Company also seeking residential and commercial tree climbers and crew
leaders. Drivers license is required, CDL preferred.
Expanding company with advancement opportunities for motivated individuals. Excellent
benefits including health/life insurance, paid
vacation/personal days, proft sharing, matching 401K, employee stock ownership.
Compensation commensurate with experience.
Contact The Care of Trees, 13850-F Bamsfield
Ad, Herndon, VA 22071. Attn.: Ron Rubin or
Janet Childs, 703-471-1427.

FOR SALE
Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,

Relocate to Hawaii. Established tree company

1TII1:

quality-oriented full landscape company, established 1946. Send or fax resume to: Rood
Landscape Company, Inc., P.O. Box 3768,
Tequesta, FL 33469-0768, FAX: 407-7430139. Attn: Jimmie Gamble, pruning manager.
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Skyworker- most major brands - 40 to 95'. Also,
brush chippers, stump grinders, tree spades,
log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts of
aerial buckets. Allied Utility Equipment, Inc., W.
204 North 11509 Goldendale Road,
Germantown, WI 53022. Phone: 414-2556161.
Hardware and software, by an arborist for the
arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.
Illustrated safety program helps you provide
a safer workplace, comply with federal regulations and can help reduce insurance costs. Call
800-733-2622 for more information.
1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford diesel, 16 front, 44 rears, set back front axle. Allison

Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John
AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. Best
offer. Phone: 407-968-1045.
Brush chippers, stump grinders, shredders,

muichers, log splitters, new, used and reconditioned, small, med., and large capacities.
Financing available. Cal-Line Equipment Co.,
Livermore, CA. Phone: 510-443-6432.
Bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, 65', 57', 50'.
Skyworkers with chip boxes. Asplundh bucket
trucks with chip boxes. Asplundh brush chippers. Bean 55-gal sprayers. Pete Mainka
Enterprises, 633 Cecilia Drive, Peqaukee, WI
53072. Phone: 800-597-8283.
1983 Vermeer TS-84 tree spade mounted on

1978 GMC Brigadier 6492 turbo Detroit with
9-speed Road Ranger trans. Good working
condition, $25,000. Conserv-A-Tree, Long Island. 516-271-2998.
Looking for a used chipper or stumper? Call
the Midwest's chipper/stumper supermarket.
Nearly all makes & models. Some in great
shape and some not. Alexander Equipment
Co., 1054 N. DuPage, Lombard, IL 60148.
Phone: 708-268-0100.
Video program offers information on ropes,

knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job
training easier. Call 800-733-2622.

ArborWare software lets you control virtually
unlimited customer transactions. Estimates &
proposals, work tickets, routing, invoicing &
statements, accounts receivable, IPM, inventories, and more. Includes tree/shrub,
chemical, disease & pest libraries. Mouse support, LookUp & Help Windows, CAD type
landscape designer. Reports for all of your financial, management and marketing
decisions, DOA reporting, graphs, client history and more. Solid backing by the combined
commitment of working arbonsts and computer
experts. Phone: 800-49-ARBOR

Model 23 (23 diameter capacity) chipper w/
Caterpillar 3412, 650-hp diesel engine and
knuckleboom loader. For further information,
contact Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook
Road, Remus Ml 49340. Phone: 517-5612270. FAX: 517-561-2273.

Work smarter, not harder and make '94 a

IPM newsletter for ornamental plants - "Bug

Brush chippers. Always several good, clean,
used units in stock - Brush Bandit, Morbark,
Woodchuck - disc or drum style. New Brush
Bandits in stock - all models. Call for current
availability and prices. Hawkensen Equipment
Co., Inc., Plymouth, NH; 800-299-8970.

banner year. Valuable information on federal
regulations, business management, training,
and more. Call 800-733-2622.
Skyworker - Largest new parts inventory, used
equipment inventory, major service facility in
U.S. Phone: 706-376-3192. FAX: 706-3766701.
Used equipment: (1) 1992 Mighty Bandit II
w/Kohler 23-hp gas engine; (1) 1992 Model
1250 Brush Bandit w/Cummins 200-hp diesel
engine; (1) 1991 Model 1200 Brush Bandit w/
Cummins 1 77-hp diesel engine; (1)1989 Model
200+ Brush Bandit w/Cummins diesel engine;
12" Vermeer drum chipper w/Ford 6-cylinder
gas engine; (1) 1989 Vermeer 1250w/Ford 6cylinder gasoline engine: (1) 1988 Precision

You can make more money
staying indoors on July 23rd
than you would working outside.
If you're a lawn care specialist, landscaper, or arhorist,voull
want to attend a remarkable seminar July 23rd in suburban
Long Island, NY. The day will begin with experts with decades
of experience teaching you how to make your business m( re
profitable and successful in the expanding field of organics.
Then a team of marketing and sales professionals will show you
how to attract new customers. And finally, you'll learn how to
get more business out of the customers you already have.
We're so sure you'll profit from the seminar, we're offering
a money back guarantee to prove it. So call today to sign up,
attendance is limited. And make more money without visiting
a single home.

L111 TIII
ilk

Call 1-800-645-6464
Please circle 19 on the Reader Sers ice Card

PHYTON=27
INJECTION
SYSTEM

In)

The pictured equipment costs

$200. Phyton-27 costs about
$12-$25 per injection, takes
about 1-3 hours, lasts 3 years
plus. For reliable technical support and overnight delivery, call
1-800-356-8733. Phyton-27
Bactericide and Fungicide real-world efficacy against
Dutch Elm Disease, since 1984.
And for OAKWILT as well.

Source
Technology
Biologicals, Inc.
3355 Hiawatha Ave. South
Suite 222
Minneapolis, MN 55406

(800) ELM-TREE
(612) 724-7102
Please circle 38 on the Reader Service Card
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Bulletin" Practical, professional IPM information on monitoring, diagnostics, bio-control,
resistant plants, pesticides. Weekly from
March-October. $100. Chuck Cornell, Nursery
IPM, Inc., Westminster, MD 21158. Phone:
410-857-0343.
-

WE'RE
PEOPLE
FRIENDLY
Whatever you need,
Whenever you
need it,
We'll get it for you...

With a smile.

Our service is second
to none, our prices are
competitive and
we stand behind
everything we carry.

AL

Full spectrum tree service. Established 15
yrs. semi-rural area, university town, excellent
school system, great place for a family. Quality accounts, maintenance oriented,
established IPM program, easily expandable
for new owner or excellent additional profit
center for existing business, $75,000 with
equipment (bucket, dump truck, chipper, 1000gallon sprayer), $35,000 without. Owner will
help with transition. Phone: 203-429-9972.

Control license. Trucks, chippers & grinders in
good condition. Owner will stay on as needed.
Serious inquiries: TCI, Box E, P0 Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031.
1984 Ford F 700 Aerial Lift of Conn. Also, with
Arbortech chip box, pony motor, $25,000.1984
GMC 7500 diesel, chip box, Asplundh LR-50,
$29,500; 1986 Ford F-700 Arbortech chip box,
$8500. Many other buckets and chip dumps
in stock. Phone: 800-858-0437.
-

1986 GMC 7000 w/48 ft Hi-Ranger, flat deck,
cab guard, tool boxes, tool lines, $19,000.
Phone: 519-945-4385 (res. after 6 p.m., 519969-5451
-

.).

Graham hydraulic sprayer, fits in back of
Tree service. Complete tree care for residen-

tial customers. Est. 1975. Extensive customer
list (includes spray customers). Bookings 1-1/
2 months in advance. Silver Bear Tree Service, RFD #539, Rt. #114, Bradford, NH 03221.
Phone: 603-938-2300.

pickup, 300 gallon fiberglass tank front, 100gallon fiberglass tank rear, D-10 hydracell
pump, mechanical agitation, 400-ft high pressure system or can be used for lawn spraying.
Like new condition, $5500. Call 404-447-6037.
Used chipper and stump grinders. 1988

1984 Chev C 70 w/52 ft. HiRanger, 40,000
-

-

miles, excellent condition, garage stored, 8.2liter fuel pincher diesel turbocharged, 5-spd w/
2-spd rear end, $35,000; 1988 Ford Super Duty
7.3-liter turbo charged w/5-spd. tranny, 14,500
miles, GVW AC/Arbortech thru tool boxes w/
1 0-yd dump bed chipper box, like brand new,
20,000 miles, $22,500; 1989 Chev 3500 chipper truck 20,000 miles, 350 V8/4-spd/posi trac
rear end, aluminum chipper canopy, 10 yrds,
real nice, $10,500. Scovell Tree Surgery, 805466-0252.

Brush Bandit Model 100w/Ford 4-cyl gas; 1988
Vermeer 1250 w/Perkins diesel engine; 1986
Eeger Beever w/4-cyl Ford gas engine; 1988
Eeger Beever w/Cummins diesel; used disc &
drum chippers w/gas engines, 665B Vermeer
w/Perkins diesel; (1) 665A, (2) 630B's, (1) 630A
Vermeer stump grinder. Southeastern Equipment Co., 800-487-7089.
Used bucket trucks and chipper, Woodchuck
drum chippers, Aerial Lift of Connecticut trucks,
50' and 45' split dumps. Call 607-467-4401 for
information.

Tree care company, estab. 16 yrs. in south

FL. Better than excellent reputation, tremendous client list, fantastic potential, have Pest

NY 83 Ford F 350 D/R A/TM 2wd; 77 F350 D/
-

R 4-spd., std, 2wd, dump; 74 F250 ATM 2wd.

shindam
'6 8
BORDER CITY
TOOL

Shindaiwa is the only
company to be so
confident in their
products that they
offer a 7-day,
no questions asked,
money back guarantee.

CARBIDE TIPPED
OVER 38 YEARS EXPER IE NCE

HODGES ST
CUTTER

UMP

REGULAR (STANDARD)

RE R Ill
VERSIBLE
POCKETS

THREAD D STUMP
CUTTER
P 97~122

CALL TOLL FREE

FCONO

24 hrs/day to place your order:

800-441-8381
Local: 610-430-1214
FAX: 610-430-8560
VISA

• MASTERCARD •

,

4

DISCOVER

NE~ SMART POCKETS

NOW MANUFACTURING & DISTRIBUTING "STUMP CLAW TEETH"

BUY DIRECT FROM THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER
Call Toll Free: 1-800-421-5985 FAX: 1-810-758-7829
Please circle 3 on the Reader Service Card
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23325 BLACKSTONE, WARREN, MI 48089-2675
Telephone: (810) 758-5574

Please circle 12 on the Reader Service Card
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TIME IS UPI
tAONEY.- WI

Non-productive time eats into profits. Lost time accidents cost
plenty in lower productivity and increased insurance premiums.

Take charge of productivity and lost time prevention with the
NEW TAILGATE SAFETY PROGRAM from the National
Arborist Association.
NAA's NEW TAILGATE PROGRAM:
• Helps you provide a safer workplace.
• Helps you comply with federal regulations for employee
training.
• Can help you reduce your insurance costs.
TAILGATE is friendly to your employees. It provides them with
comprehensive, easy-to-understand accident prevention training.
TAILGATE is presented verbally with the use of visual aids and
illustrations. Its forty lessons can be presented in any order, giving
your employees the information they need, when they need it
TAILGATE is friendly to the tree care manager, too. Employers
recognize the advantages of OJT training. TAILGATE enhances
OJT with lessons that take as little as 20 minutes to administer.
Plus, it provides the benefits of handouts, tests and documentation.
The NEW TAILGATE PROGRAM is based on the ANSI Z133-1994
Safety Standard. Best of all, one program can be used for any
number of employees and repeated as often as necessary.
To order please fill out the order form on page 41 or call the
National Arbonst Association Hotline at 1-800-733-2622.

77r_

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst NH 03031

Phone 1-800-733-2622 Fax 603-672-2613

)

.

'

¶.

"NEW" Tree Saddle

(ASAFE)

Indust. Wayne Chipper V8 16-in blades, chain
saws & log splitter & misc. equip. All for cost of
$18,875. Call for photos. 914-362-2549.

Vermeer stump grinders, Model 2465 new
Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers,

#FP1 04-40
Bashlin Tree Saddle

For a portfolio, please contact Box H, P.O. Box
1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

cranes, skidders, track machines and custombuilt units to meet your individual needs. For
sale or rent. Call Mirk, Inc. Phone: 216-6692000.

diesel $10,500; one gas, $8500; one 630A,
$4500; Model 2460 rebuilt, gas, $6500. All
sandblasted, new paint, decals. Minichief
stumper, low hours, $5500. Phone: 207-7974769.

Tree service for sale - One of the Northwest's

Used equipment - 1990 Vermeer Model 63

finest. Come to Clark County and experience
being 60 days backlogged. Est. 1980, ladder
truck, chippers, chip trucks, stump grinder, lots
of tools, shop and office, municipal government
contracts. Established, strong customer base.

DB; 1970 Vermeer Model 10; 1972 Vermeer
Model 15; 1979 Vermeer Model 630; 1986
Vermeer Model 665A; 199065-hp Carlton, low
hours; 1984 16 Chipmore chipper, V-8; 1990
Morbark Busy Beever; 1988 Model 225 Mini

The Difference Between
Splendor And Splinters

#636

LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES
• More Profits

BOOTS BY
AMERICAN SAFETY

• Needed Service

I

• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment

• Door Opener And
Sales Closer
• Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
• Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit

Install Tree
Systems ($14.95)

• VHS-How To

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET, GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526

Tree Saw

FAX

(219) 533-4116
(219) 534-3719

Please circle 22 on the Reader Service Card

ANNOUNCING.... The Best Teeth and Chipper Knives.

'I
#624
Saw Case

Now there is one source for 'A,nerican Made' Teeth and Brush C/upper Knives from two leading manufacturers in the
tree care industry, LEONARD! - SLiIONDS. Leonardi Teeth, a leader in the tree care i,idustrv is distributing
Simonds knives Vosv.stunp teeth a,uI chipper knives 1/lot he/p you take a /nt bite out of t/2 econpetition.

LE ON
—

Teeth,

No matter how
large your stump
or limb our teeth
and knives can
handle them.

-

N D5
M

S
Bashlin
Climber Pad

Since 1832

K
Your one source for
Knives and Teeth:

CALL.
1-800-537-2552

#105-AC

We accept Visa, Master Cars/ and
American Express

AMERICAN SAFETY UTILITY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1740
SHELBY NC 28151

C/

Do

I PP

LEONARDI
lF;O\ARDI s1F(;.

(

t). ERIE 1)RI F; • 2728 ERIE DRIVE • WF;EDSPORT. N.Y. 13166 • (315)834-6611 • FAX (315) 834-9220

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-438-6013
Call for Master Catalog

Please circle 4 on the Reader Service Card
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Forestry mower; 1989 Morbark disc chipper;
1990 Hodges 20-hp stump cutter. Also available - new Brush Bandit chippers, new Rayco
stump cutters, new Seppi mowers and several used bucket trucks. Rentals available. Call
Ron or Joel, 708-398-0620. Aerial Equipment.
Employers/job seekers: New job listing publication in arboriculture & related fields.
Published 2x/mo. $14.95 to post your openings & $19.95 for 6-issue subscrip. Ferrell's
Jobs in Horticulture, 800-428-2474. FAX: 800884-51 98, 24 hrs.
Chlorosis tree medicine. 100% effective in
oaks, many deciduous trees, 10-minute application. Guaranteed for iron chlorosis. $29/qt
treats 16 trees. Postpaid. Pin Oak Specialist,
7310 North 39th Terrace, Omaha, NE 68112.
Phone: 402-455-9384.

EDUCATION
Learn small business management. Start
your own business or sharpen your management skills. Experts give you practical tips. Free
brochure. Call 1-800-326-9221 or write Lifetime Career Schools, Dept: TA09X2, 101
Harrison Street. Archbald, PA 18403.

--

CEU, pesticide and arborist/tree worker credits available. The NRPA Pacific Southwest
Maintenance Management School, November
13-19, 1994. Topics include trees, safety.
turfgrass, irrigation, horticulture, facilities and
personnel management. Contact: National
Recreation & Park Association, 800-796NRPA: FAX: 206-661-3929.

FOR RENT
Large tree spade with experienced arborist
operator. Any place in New England or eastern NY. Develop a new profit center without
any capital expenditure. Call Residential Foresters for details. 203-429-9972.

#E21 8-C-RB

F'

1:1

1218

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 for NM
members, 1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

Tool Board

9i

#708

Tool Bucket
/

#5115

Tailgate Safety
NAA members

@ $90 ea.

,:4A9Y I
ALWAYS
WEAR
YOUR
QLOVE61

Ropes, Knots &
Tree Climbing Video

Non-Member

,

#1218

- Order Form ----n

@ $60 ea

#1870

Glove Bag

Please use this form to order Ropes, Knots & Tree Climbing and/or Tailgate Safety.
Mail this form and payment to: National Arborist Association, The Meeting Place
Mall, Route 101, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst. NH 03031-1094.

NAA memoers

Glove
Protector

Rubber
Gloves

Non-Member:

i S7 ea

#

44 -150

/

@ $110. ea.

JLJ
Oval Tool Bucket
with Inside Pockets

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $
Company Name,
Name of Individual Ordering:
Title: ____________________________________ Phone:

#44-160

Address:
State

City:

.==..-=.,.f
1

Zip:
L04

D MasterCard 0 Visa Card Number:

Exp. Date'

SaraLre'

Tool Bucket
Oval Tool
with Outside Pockets

The National Arborist Association
P

Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Fax (603)672-2613

AMERICAN SAFETY UTILITY CORPORATION

Phone 1(800)733-2622

P.O. BOX 1740
SHELBY, NC 28151

As

U

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-438-6013

C
®
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call for Master Catalog

Please circle 5 on the Reader Service Card

ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER, INC.
WEST

PALM

BEACH,

FLORIDA

unq
5w&etoN Scik/
ASPLUNDH LIFTS
• 1983 Ford F-800 Diesel w/55 Chip Dump (L19-50)
• 1985 Ford F-700 4x4 w/55' Flat Deck (LB-SO)

S
S

1980-83 (4) International S 19 Diesel w/50
1983 Ford F- 800 Diesel w/50', Flat Deck

• 11 Ford F-700 Diesel (5F1 -52 PBHI) Chip Dump
• 1989 Ford F-703 Diesel (5F1-52 PBHI) Chip Dump
• 1987 (2) Ford F-70 (5F1-52 PBHI) Chip Dumps
• 1985 (4) Ford-Chevy C-70 (4x4) (5F1-52 PBHI) Chip Dumps
• 1985 Ford F-6 (5F1-52 PBHI) Chip Dumps
• 1982 Ford F-80() Diesel (4x4) (5F1-52 PHI). Flat Deck
• 1986 (2) Ford F-700 (5F1-52PB1)Flat Deck
• 1978 Ford F-7 (5F1-52PB1) X-City unit
• 1981 Ford F-6(8) (STD-48PB1). Flat Bed
• 1987 Ford F-60() (5G1-488 PBHI), Flat Deck
• 1987 Ford F-700 Diesel w/5F1-52 PBI. Flat Deck

S

•

_REACH ALL

5
5
5

-

S

•
5
S
5
5

• 1988 Ford F-70( Diesel w 'VO-50, Single Bucket, Flat Bed

1986 (5) Chevy C-70, 55', Chip Dump, Pony Motor
1987 Chevy C-70, 55', Chip Dump, Pony Motor
_______________________________

•

S

1985 Ford F-8037 Diesel w/50-55 Twin Bucket
1980 International S18 w/50-55, Flat Deck

1983 Ford F-80 Diesel w/65' Hi-Banger
1980 Chevy CF-70 w/65' Hi-Ranger
1978 Mack 6x6 w/75' Holan twin bucket
1985 Ford FT80 w/75' Holan twin bucket
1982 Chevy C-70 w/75' Hi-Ranger (all

CALL OR FAX FOR SPEC'S AND PRICES:

(407) 965-6666

1987 Ford F-60-0 w new 12' Arodiech Chip Body
1987 GMC SCXX) w/New 12' Artxsiech Chip Body
1984 GMC 6003 w/14 Southco Chip Box
Several Olden in Stock

• 1984 4sp1undh 12"Drurrm4Cylinder
S

1989 Asplundh 12" Dn.irrL 6 Cylinder

5

1989 Vermeer MooS, 65HP Wisconsin Engine

•

1986-83 Ford-Mack w'Barco 80, Tandem Axle
1988-83 GMC International w/Boito 4, S/A

• 1989 Psplundh IT Disc, 4 Cylinder
5

fax (407) 965-6844

Pleac circle 7 on the Reodei' Service Card
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TREE CLIMBING
IS FOR TRAINED
PROFESSIONALS

If you can't get to it safely you can't prune it or otherwise work in a tree.
NAA's video orientation to ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CUMBING provides:

At I~Al

4
1
W
rm7Y?;~
~ A

• Essential information on the ropes, snaps, carabiners and saddles
used.
• Basic instruction in the knots required for tree climbing.
• Various climbing techniques used for ascending into and Working

in trees.
All of the appropriate elements of the ANSI Zi 33 - 1994 are included.
NAA's video training programs make actual on the job training much
easier. After viewing an NAA video a trainee can go into the field with basic
background information. Repetitive viewing of NAA's video training program re-enforces the training provided in actual work situations.
Attendance sheets provided with this program allow an employer to easily
document employee training which meets OSHA requirements. Tests are
also provided to measure employee comprehension.
To order the ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING video program please fill
out the order form on page 41 or call the National Arborist Association
Hotline at 1-800-733-2622.

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone 1-800-733-2622 Fax 603-672-2613

Sometimes Foresight Is 20-20
By Gil Mitchell
One of the services my company provides is tree inventory and analysis. or
TIA. There are three stages in our TIA
program: identifying and numbering all
the trees on site; recording data for each
tree; and assembling and analyzing the
data to come up with specific recommendations and priorities. The end result of a
TIA is planning and budgeting for tree
care. This story is about how a TIA successfully predicted a tree failure.
Last summer I was asked to give a proposal for a TIA to an up-scale community
in southern San Jose. The community was
built in phases, the first 13 years ago. The
houses are nestled in more than 300 native oak trees of three species: Quercus
agrifolia, lobata and douglasii. Over the
years, two trees had fallen over and many
were in various stages of decline. Before
contacting me, the homeowners association had agreed that the oaks represented
a high aesthetic and monetary value.
Prior to submitting my proposal. I
walked the property to get an idea of what
information would be pertinent to developing a plan for tree care. I found that
although some trees were at their natural
grade, most trees adjacent to either struc-

Do you

tures or streets experienced a cut or fill
during construction and landscaping.
Also, some trees had wounds and decay
on their trunks and scaffold limbs. I concluded that the TIA should note potential
problems but would not include analysis
or suggestions for rectifying problems.
For example. if I felt that trunk decay at
the new grade might condemn a tree, I put
a question mark in the Removal column,
a 'Yes" in the Root Crown Excavation
column, and a "1" in the Priority column.
In May. I presented a proposal for a TIA
at a homeowners association meeting.
The proposal was accepted and the TIA
was completed on July 7.
The association was so pleased with the
TIA that they contracted with me to analyze all the "?" removals and to do the
priority 1 root crown excavations.
On October 8, 1 submitted my findings
to the associations landscape chairman.
The last paragraph of my cover letter to
the chairman read: "I must remind the
Board of Directors that even though I have
taken the time to evaluate some trees with
regard to Hazard," these evaluations are
subjective. I cannot predict when or if a
tree will fall over or limb will break. Additionally, there might be a hazard that
might be unforeseen.'

practice

Plant Health Care, Integrated Pest Management, or Honr Pest Control?

BECOME A BOAPD CERTIFIED ENTOMOLOGIST
When you display the BCE logo,
You build industry credibility!
Call for details (301) 731-4535

BOARb

•

.?

CRTIFtJ

The Entomological Society of America, BCE Prograni
9301 Annapolis Road #300
Lanham MD 20706
FAX (301) 731-4538
Please circle 17 on the Reader Service Card
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There was one tree that I felt was an
accident waiting to happen. The report
read: Valley Oak #89: 12 inches of soil
fill on uphill side. Oak root fungus around
entire root crown except for one buttress
root. Wound from below ground line spirals up counter-clockwise and is closed
five feet above ground line. Decayed area
is soft and pliable five inches into stem.
Remove ASAP.
On October 9, the landscape committee reviewed my report and decided to
removal Valley Oak #89. At approximately 1 am., October 10, after an
evening of rainfall, Valley Oak #89 fell.
The tree went over slowly and parallel to
a house so the house was not damaged.
The following week I met with the
landscape committee chairman to discuss
a 3-year budget for tree care. When he
told me the news about the tree falling
over, I could tell he was impressed with
my foresight.
Little did he know that the TIA was
responsible. Sometimes good timing is
the result of hard work.
TCI

Gil Mitchell is with Able Tree Surgeons
in San Jose, California. At the author's
request, TCI will be donating the honorarium for this article in the forin of a
pledge to the "Tour des Trees," a fundraising effort to benefit the International
of Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Research Trust.
Do you have a story for From the
Field? TCI will pay $100 for published
articles. Submissions become the property
of rd and (J subject to editing for grain mar, style and length. Entries must
include the name of a company and a contact person or they will not be considered
tar publication. Articles and photos must
he received by the first day of the month
for the fIloo'imig month 's issue.
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Samson Introduces 3 Great Ideas
For The Professional Arbormt.
-

2.

I

I.

3

Unlike the other two,
this one won't
last long
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BRAIDED
TREE-MASTER

p
.

E-Z SEE ORANGE

REBATES

A premium 16-strand braided

For a limited time, Samson offers a
$5.00 rebate on 120' and 150'
polybagged lengths of both Braided
Tree-Master and E-Z See
Orange, and $20.00
back on
600' reels.

t climbing line made with

Truly a preiniurn quality
specially treated polyester for
climbing line, Braided
extra service and abrasion
Tree-Master is the result of
resistance.
E-Z See Orange
extensive research both in the
combines
the
performance and
laboratory and in the field.
handling
characteristics
of
Made from specially tr eated
Ask your
regular
Braided
Tree-Master
%
polyester fiber over polyproparticpating
with
alternating
orange
and
pylene with a control core of
dealer, or
white strands. The distinctive
d
pre-shrunk nylon, it is
contact Samson
color
patterns
of
E-Z
See
unequalled for abrasion
for details. Rebate offer
°$ Orange makes it easy to
resistance and durability.
valid until Sept. 16, 1994.
identify.
The 16-strand construction
produces a smooth surface
THERE'S A SAMSON LINE TO HANDLE ANY JOB
that helps reduce
surface abrasion
The arborist places unique demands on
BREAKING
and it remains
his lines: Climbing, lifting, lowering,
1"
ROPE DIAMETER:
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
7/8"
flexible and easy
running through crotches, over limbs
•
•
•
•
F raided Tree-Master 7,000
to handle even
and against bark calls for lines specifi6,100 •
•
•
S
E-Z_ See _Orange
after prolonged
cally engineered for abrasion resis•
•
•
True Blue
7,300 •
service. Braided
tance, load control, excellent grip and
Arbor-Plex
•
•
5,400 9,000 12,000
Tree-Master will
snag resistance. Samson has developed
S
S
•
•
"I'ree-Master(3-Strand) 7,000
not twist or spin
a complete line of ropes specifically
Pro - Master
5,800 8,200 10,800 15,500 18,700 designed for the professional arborist.
under load and it
9,870 15,500 19,400 28,400 I
Stable Braid
cannot hockle or
With over 100 years of experience, you
._1L .J_\
can trust your most demanding jobs to
back turn.
(ill 0/ 'r/t('
WJ017/iIitloil,
Ora
9
spt'cticatioii
or
i
complete
catalog.
the strongest name in rope.
.-7. See
.
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The Strongest Name In Rope
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SAMSON OCEAN SYSTEMS • 2090

circle

Thornton

Street,

Fcrndale, WA 824

Phone: (2 06) 354-4669 Fax: (2 06) 354-0572
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